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ABSTRACT 
 
 
 
Liu, Yaling. Ph.D., Purdue University, December 2014. The Impacts of Climate Change 
and Agricultural Activities on Water Cycling of Northern Eurasia. Major Professor: 
Qianlai Zhuang. 
 
 
 

The ecosystems in Northern Eurasia (NE) are important due to their vast land 

coverage, high rate of observed and projected warming, and the potential feedbacks they 

can cause on the global climate system. To understand the impacts of climate change and 

agricultural activities on water cycling in NE, I analysed a variety of datasets and 

conducted series of studies by applying a combination of modeling, in-situ observations 

and remote sensing data, uncertainty analysis, and model-data fusion. 

Long-term unique in-situ measurements on soil moisture across multiple stations 

and discharge records at the outflow basins in Northern China (NC) provide us robust 

evidence to assess the trends of soil moisture and discharge in this region (Chapter 2). NC 

overlaps with NE and is one of the hot-spots experiencing the most severe water shortage 

in the world. Declines in soil moisture and stream flow detected via in-situ measurements 

in the last three decades indicate that water scarcity has been exacerbated.  Multiple 

linear regression results indicate that intensification of agricultural activities including 

increase in fertilizer use, prevalence of water-expensive crops and cropland expansion 

appear to have aggravated these declines in this region.
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Scarce evapotranspiration (ET) measurements make ET estimation via model a 

necessary step for better regional-scale water management. Penman–Monteith based 

algorithms for plant transpiration and soil evaporation were introduced into the 

Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM) to calculate ET (Chapter 3). I then examined the 

response of ET and water availability to changing climate and land cover on the 

Mongolian Plateau during the 21st century. It is shown that use of the Penman–Monteith 

based algorithms in the TEM substantially improved ET estimation on the Mongolia 

Plateau. Results show that regional annual ET varies from 188 to 286 mm yr−1 – with an 

increasing trend – across different climate change scenarios during the 21st century. 

Meanwhile, the differences between precipitation and ET suggest that the available water 

for human use will not change significantly during the 21st century. In addition, analyses 

also suggest that climate change is more important than land cover change in determining 

changes in regional ET. 

Improvement in the accuracy of ET estimation by introducing Penman–Monteith 

based algorithms into the TEM motivated me to further improve the model representation 

of ET processes. I further modified the TEM to incorporate more detailed ET processes 

including canopy interception loss, ET (evaporation) from wet land surfaces, wetlands 

and water bodies, and snow sublimation to examine spatiotemporal variation of ET in NE 

from 1948 to 2009 (Chapter 4).  Those modifications lead to substantial enhancement in 

the accuracy of estimation of ET and runoff. The consideration of snow sublimation 

substantially improved the ET estimates and highlighted the importance of snow in the 

hydrometeorology of NE.  The root mean square error of discharge from the six largest 

watersheds in NE decreased from 527.74 km3 yr-1 to 126.23 km3 yr-1. Meanwhile, a 
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systematic underestimation of river discharge after 1970 indicates that other water 

sources or dynamics not considered in the model (e.g., melting glaciers, permafrost 

thawing and fires) or bias in the precipitation forcing may also be important for the 

hydrology of the region. 

To better understand the possible causes of systematic bias in discharge estimates, 

I examined the impacts of forcing data uncertainty on ET and runoff estimation in NE by 

driving the modified TEM with five widely-used forcing data sets (Chapter 5). Estimates 

of regional ET vary between 263.5–369.3 mm yr-1 during 1979-2008 depending on the 

choice of forcing data, while the spatial variability of ET appears more consistent. 

Uncertainties in ET forcing propagate as well to estimates of runoff. Independent of the 

forcing dataset, the climatic variables that dominate ET temporal variability remain the 

same among all the five TEM simulated ET products. ET is dominated by air temperature 

in the north and by precipitation in the south during the growing season, and solar 

radiation and vapour pressure deficit explain the dynamics of ET for the rest of the year. 

While the Climate Research Unit (CRU) TS3.1 dataset of the University of East Anglia 

appears as a better choice of forcing via our assessment, the quality of forcing data 

remains a major challenge to accurately quantify the regional water balance in NE.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 

1.1 Research background 

Ecosystems in Northern Eurasia (NE) plays a critical role in regulating Earth’s 

climate due to its vast land coverage, its high sensitivity to global warming (Serreze et al. 

2000; IPCC 2007, 2013), and its significant feedbacks on the global climate system 

(Adam and Lettenmaier 2008; Groisman et al. 2010). NE accounts for 19% of the Earth’s 

land surface and contains about 70% of the Earth’s boreal forests and more than two-

thirds of the Earth’s permafrost (NEESPI, 2004). There is a growing consensus that 

larger temperature increases and more drastic climate changes are occurring in this region 

compared with lower latitude ecosystems (IPCC 2007, 2013).  

The hydrological cycle in NE plays an important role in the global climate system. 

Recent increases in the total terrestrial freshwater flux from NE into the Arctic Ocean 

have been suggested as the cause for the weakening of the Atlantic thermohaline 

circulation (Rahmstorf and Ganopolski 1999) and the slow-down of the transport of CO2 

to the deep ocean (ACIA 2005). Moisture condition varied spatially and temporally, the 

western half of high latitudinal NE domain became more humid during the 20th century, 

whereas east of the Ural Mountains was drier (Groisman et al. 2010). In addition, 

permafrost degradation has occurred in this permafrost-dominated region as warming 
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prevails. A significant warming trend during the last 30 years was detected in the long-

term records of near-surface permafrost temperature (e.g., Romanovsky, 2002), with 

some areas showing permafrost temperatures close to 0°C and some sites showing that 

degradation has already occurred (e.g., Fedorov, 1996). Thawing permafrost has changed 

ecosystem structure and biogeochemistry including the carbon cycling (e.g., Zhuang et al., 

2003; Euskirchen et al., 2006) and the release of the greenhouse gases CO2 and CH4 

(Zhuang et al., 2004, 2007) to the atmosphere. These changes may consequently lead to 

changes to global climate. 

Given an increasing frequency in forest fires in NE in recent years (McClelland et 

al. 2004), fire disturbances alter the ecosystem structure, succession and biogeochemical 

processes to a large extent (Alexeyev and Birdsey, 1998; Soja et al., 2004a and b; 

Sukhinin et al., 2004; Groisman et al., 2007). As warming increases, wildfires increase in 

frequency and area burned. Fires have multifaceted effects on ecosystem structure and 

functioning. Fire disturbances release carbon, but also replace an absorptive tree canopy 

with a reflective snow surface during the non-growing season, which increases albedo. 

The positive feedback to climate induced from carbon release may be offset by increasing 

negative feedback due to snow cover. Nonetheless, these two-sided effects have not been 

well understood for this region.  

Other types of land use and land cover changes (LUCC) also prevail in this region. 

For instance, over 500 million m3 of wood per year have been lost due to stand-replacing 

disturbances (fire, insects, etc.) between 1993 and 2003 (Shvidenko et al., 2008). Forest 

industry practices have further degraded the regional environment. In addition, climate 

change has contributed to “green desertification” (i.e. potentially irreversible replacement 
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of forests by grassy glades and bogs), which has already been observed over millions of 

hectares of previously forested land (Shvidenko et al., 2008). In the Mongolia Plateau, 

overgrazing in permafrost-dominated steppe-grassland areas has accelerated the 

degradation of permafrost and peatlands (Bohannon 2008; Minayeva et al 2004, 2005). 

The LUCC regulates the land-atmosphere interactions, changes albedo, affects the 

surface energy budget, and alters the partitioning of available energy, in turn impacts the 

climate system. Furthermore, LUCC will likely increase in the future to meet increasing 

human demands for food, fiber, and energy in this region.  

Overall, the above-mentioned changes are accelerating in the region, and they 

jointly affect the global climate system. These concurrent complex changes also pose 

challenges to understanding the evolution of land-atmosphere interactions as well as the 

mechanisms of changes in water and carbon cycling in this region. 

1.2 Research motivation 

Recent years have seen the progress in understanding the dynamics of the 

hydrological cycle, and the interactions between climate change, human activities and 

changes in water cycling in this region. For example, Peterson et al. (2002) reported an 

increasing fresh water discharge into the Arctic ocean from this region; Adam et al. (2007, 

2008) reported the impacts of reservoir regulations on the streamflow and analyzed the 

streamflow trends using new precipitation and reconstructed streamflow products. Troy 

et al. (2012) highlighted the role of winter precipitation and temperature in the 

streamflow trends in this region. Saurer et al. (2004) showed that the water-use efficiency 

of trees has improved in this region over the last 100 years based on measurements of the 
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carbon isotope ratio in tree rings. Dye et al. (2003) indicated that snow-cover season has 

declined and vegetation growth has been enhanced in the past decades in this region. 

Nonetheless, accurate quantification of evapotranspiration (ET), long-term 

spatiotemporal variability of ET and water availability (i.e., P-ET, P: precipitation), and 

uncertainties in estimating ET over this region has not been adequately studied. This 

knowledge gap motivates me to look into these issues to advance understanding in 

variability of water cycling and uncertainty in quantification of water balances in this 

region. Another goal is to investigate the impact of agricultural activities on water cycling 

of this region by looking at an adjacent overlapping region – Northern China (NC), 

because NC is a hot-spot of droughts and the available field data are limited in the 

domain of NC.  

This thesis starts from analysis of soil moisture and discharge field data, and then 

moves on to estimation of ET and water availability using a biogeochemical model, with 

a focus on ET variability and uncertainty in the estimation of ET. The primary focus on 

ET is justified with three reasons. First, ET is an essential process in the Earth system as 

it governs the energy, water and carbon cycling between land and atmosphere (Dolman 

and de Jeu 2010; Wang and Dickinson 2012). ET conveys about half of the solar energy 

absorbed by the land back to the atmosphere as latent heat flux (Stephens et al. 2012), 

and thus regulates the Earth’s energy balance and therefore its temperature. In addition, 

ET returns more than 60% of annual precipitation (P) back to the atmosphere, 

constraining the water availability over the continents (Vörösmarty et al. 1998; Miralles 

et al. 2011a; Kumar et al. 2014), and providing climate feedbacks via precipitation 

recycling (Seneviratne et al., 2010). Second, enhanced accuracy in the estimation of ET is 
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critical to improving the estimation of other water quantities such as soil moisture and 

available water resources, which is directly associated with water management. Third, 

accurate estimation of ET is crucial for the determination of the status of the atmospheric 

boundary layer in General Circulation Models (GCM) for accurate climate prediction. 

1.3 Research Tasks and Outline of Thesis  

1.3.1 Research tasks 

The dissertation research focuses on the dynamics of water cycling in NE, with 

the study region expanding from NC, to the Mongolia Plateau and to the entire NE. The 

primary tasks lie in addressing a series of questions: 

1. What are the trends of precipitation, soil moisture and discharge in NC in the past 

three decades? What are the impacts of agricultural activities on the dynamics of 

soil moisture and discharge in this region? 

2. How can representation of atmospheric evaporative demand (AED) be improved 

in the TEM so as to improve the accuracy of ET estimation? How will ET and 

water availability change on the Mongolia Plateau during the 21st century?  Is 

climate change or climate-induced land cover change more important in 

determining regional ET? 

3. How can the accuracy of ET estimation be further improved in the TEM? What is 

the crucial part of model representation for ET estimation in NE? How have  ET 

and water availability changed in NE? 
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4. What are the impacts of forcing data on the uncertainty in the estimation of ET? 

Which forcing data set appears to be a better choice? What are the main climatic 

drivers in determining ET in this region? 

 

1.3.2 Outline of Thesis 

In Chapter 2, I assessed soil moisture, discharge and precipitation trends in NC 

with a robust long-term soil moisture field dataset, discharge measurements and 

meteorological observations. Next, I investigated the effects of agricultural activities on 

these trends using multiple linear regression models. This work highlights the 

acceleration of soil moisture and discharge decline derived from agricultural 

intensification. The study is currently in review at Scientific Reports.  

Chapter 3 is motivated by the study in Chapter 2 – although the decline of soil 

moisture and discharge derived from agricultural practices are majorly due to increased 

ET, ET was not involved due to unavailability of ET measurements. Here, I use 

biogeochemical model as a tool to simulate ET changes at regional scale. I modified an 

early version of TEM by introducing Penman–Monteith based algorithms to calculate ET. 

The modified model has been calibrated using eddy-covariance (EC) measurement data 

and evaluated by a variety of satellite-based ET products so that I gained considerable 

confidence in the skill of the model in estimating regional spatiotemporal variabilities. 

The modified model was run from 1970-2100 driven by climate data of six climate 

scenarios and two land cover datasets to examine the response of ET and water 
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availability to changing climate and land cover on the Mongolian Plateau during the 21st 

century. This study has been published in Global and Planetary Change (Liu et al. 2013). 

In Chapter 4, I further modified the TEM ET algorithms to estimate: 1) 

transpiration separately for uplands and wetlands; 2) evaporation separately for uplands, 

wetlands, and water bodies; and 3) snow sublimation.  These modifications aim at 

improving the representation of the interactions between the terrestrial energy and water 

budgets and to increase their realism in high-latitude regions. The different ET 

components are aggregated to grid cell scale weighted by the fraction of each land cover 

per grid cell. The updated TEM is calibrated using in-situ measurements at thirteen EC 

towers and also evaluated against a variety of satellite-based ET products to gain 

confidence in performance. Then the updated TEM is used to examine the temporal and 

spatial variations in ET, water availability and river discharge in NE for the period 1948–

2009. This study has been published in Climatic Change (Liu et al. 2014). 

In Chapter 5, motivated by looking into the possible causes of systematic errors in 

the discharge estimates by TEM in Chapter 4, I investigated the ET estimation 

uncertainty that is derived from the use of forcing data, by driving TEM with five widely-

used climate datasets for NE during 1979-2008. I also explored the dominant climatic 

drivers for ET to better understand the sources of uncertainties in ET estimation. This 

study aims to investigate the plausible ET dynamics, the spatiotemporal variability of ET 

estimates in response to uncertainties in forcing data, as well as the regional changes in 

the sensitivity of ET to different climatic drivers. This study is currently in review at 

Journal of Geophysical Research: Atmosphere.  
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In Chapter 6, I provide a summary to this dissertation research, discuss the 

limitations, and delineate the possible future research directions.
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CHAPTER 2. AGRICULTURE INTENSIFICATION ACCELERATES SOIL 
MOISTURE AND DISCHARGE DECLINE IN NORTHERN CHINA1 

 
 

2.1 Abstract 

Northern China is one of the most densely populated regions in the world. 

Agricultural activities have intensified since the 1980s to provide food security to the 

region. However, this intensification has likely contributed to an increasing scarcity in 

water resources, which may in turn be endangering the region's food security. Based on 

in-situ measurements of soil moisture collected during 1983–2012, we find that topsoil 

(0–50 cm) water content has declined significantly (p<0.01) during the growing season, 

with a trend of 0.38–0.70% per year. Furthermore, the river discharge measured at the 

outlet of the three main hydrological basins has also declined, at rates of 0.05–1.10 km3 

yr-1. Our results indicate that the regional aggravation of these negative trends is 

consistent with the effect of agricultural intensification. Increased fertilizer application 

has favoured biomass growth and increased transpiration rates, thus reducing the water 

yield of the region. The rapid proliferation of water-expensive crops (e.g., maize and 

1 Liu, Y., Pan, Z., Zhuang, Q., Miralles, D., Teuling, A.J., Zhang, T., An, P., Dong, Z., 
Zhang, J., He, D., Wang, L., Pan, X., Niyogi, D. Agriculture intensification aggravates 
drought in Northern China, Scientific Reports in review 
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rapeseed), and the expansion of the area dedicated to food production, have contributed 

to the drying of the soils and the declines in streamflow. Alternative agricultural practices 

that can meet the immediate demand without compromising future water resources seem 

critical for the sustainability of food production in Northern China. 

2.2 Introduction 

Droughts are one of the most costly natural hazards in China due to their unusual 

severity and persistence (Wang et al. 2011); they resulted in an average annual loss of 

$48.8 billion during 1978–2003 (ADRC, 2003). While on a global scale drought has not 

increased (Sheffield et al. 2012), Northern China (NC) is facing an increasing water 

scarcity (Wang et al. 2011; Zou et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2006). In fact, China is one of 

thirteen countries considered to be facing extreme water shortages, with four times less 

water resources per capita than the world average (Piao et al. 2010). Additionally, 

distribution of water resources does not proportionally match demand. With only 18% of 

China's water resources, NC accounts for 65% of the arable land and 40% of the 

population (Piao et al. 2010; Population census Office of China, 2011). This imbalance 

leads to a high exploitation of water in NC, which induces severe ecological and 

environmental problems such as degradation of land and freshwater (Chen et al. 2011). In 

the past three decades, droughts affected an average annual area of 23.9 million ha in NC, 

accounting for 35.6% of the planting area (National Bureau of Statistics of China). 

Moreover, dry extremes are likely to become more frequent and intense in the region 

(Wetherald et al. 2002; Trenberth et al. 2014).  
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While droughts are associated with declines in precipitation, soil moisture and 

discharge (Heim et al. 2002), the drivers of this aggravation of these declines in NC and 

the role of agricultural intensification are still poorly understood. More specifically, 

despite recent analyses of meteorological drought looking at trends in rainfall (Sheffield 

et al. 2012; Zou et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2006; Trenberth et al. 2014) and studies of soil 

moisture using model-simulated or satellite-retrieved soil moisture changes (Wang et al. 

2011; Dorigo et al. 2012), there is a lack of ground truth based on observational 

assessment of the soil moisture trends measured in situ. Previous studies have identified a 

long-term decline in the regional river runoff, and attributed this decline to a precipitation 

decrease and human interventions such as reservoir regulation, water withdraw and deep 

groundwater pumping (Piao et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2009; Fu et al. 2004). However, the 

regional impacts of the intensification of human agricultural practices have received so 

far little attention. Current agricultural practices –such as crop type selection, farming 

measures, fertilizer application, or irrigation management – affect physical and 

biogeochemical interactions within ecosystems (Alley et al. 2003; Rosenzweig et al. 

2008) and have therefore the potential to be a major driving force in the dynamics of soil 

moisture (Fu et al. 2003). Consequently, investigating the mechanisms behind this dry-

out appears crucial for the improvement of the regional management of agricultural 

practices and water resources, and to evaluate the sustainability of the current food 

production mode in the region.  

This study aims at understanding NC soil moisture and discharge trends using 

robust observational evidence and to understand how regional agricultural activities have 

impacted these trends. We use unique in-situ soil moisture measurements collected 
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between 1983–2012, long-term discharge measurements, meteorological observations 

and satellite remote sensing to assess the regional dynamics of soil moisture, discharge 

and precipitation18 during the past three decades. The effects of agricultural 

intensification on these dynamics are assessed through multiple linear regressions using 

data of fertilizer application rates and information on crop types and crop area. The 

Xinjiang autonomous region and the Qinghai province are excluded from the analysis, as 

population density is lower and agriculture is less intensive, and there is a lack of ground 

observations and historical records of agricultural activities. 

2.2Methods 

2.2.1 Overview 

We analyse the trends of soil moisture in NC using long-term soil moisture 

measurements from 40 agricultural meteorological stations during 1983-2012, and 

support our analysis with a study of the discharge (Q) trends from the three outflow river 

basins in the region. The study region and location of the 40 stations as well as the 

boundary of river basins are shown in Fig. 2.1b. To isolate the long-term impact of 

precipitation trends, we examine how meteorological drought has evolved across NC 

using measurements of precipitation from 307 weather stations. We calculate the Palmer 

Drought Severity Index (PDSI, Palmer, 1965) based on the tool in Jacobi et al. (2013), 

but we use FAO56 Penman-Monteith equation (Allen et al. 1998) instead of 

Thornthwaite or Hamon equation to estimate potential evapotranspiration as suggested by 

Sheffield et al. (2012) and An et al. (1985). We use a Mann-Kendall test to evaluate the 
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significance of trend. Multiple linear regression models are used to assess the correlated 

effects for changes in soil moisture and Q.  

2.2.2 Data 

The observations used in the analyses include: (a) soil moisture measurements 

during the growing season (generally April-September, 3-5 observations per month) from 

40 different agricultural meteorological stations across Northern China for 1983–2012 

(Fig. 2.1b, note that these stations are located in rain-fed dry-land area and no irrigation is 

applied). The soil moisture is measured using the gravimetric technique; (b) a long-term 

monitoring-field data set of soil moisture in different crop fields in the Wuchuan 

Agricultural Meteorology Observation Station for 1983-2009; (c) a dataset on crop water 

consumption with different fertilizer use rates in the Wuchuan field experiment station in 

Inner Mongolia of China; (d) monthly discharge data at the outlets of the  Yellow, Haihe 

and Liaohe river basins for 1980-2012, note that we use the Q data at Tieling gauge 

station, which is close to the outlet, for the Liaohe river basin as there is frequent 

seawater backwash at the outlet; (e) meteorological observations at 307 weather stations 

across NC, which include monthly T, P, u, RH and R. We then use the methods in 

Andrews (2010) to derive VPD from T and RH. These meteorological observations are 

interpolated into 0.5°×0.5° spatially explicit regional meteorological data via IDW for 

regional analysis. 

Historical records contain county level and province level agricultural activities 

statistical data for 1983-2010, which include the crop area and yield for each major crop, 
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total fertilizer use weight, and total crop area. Note that the sequence of administrative 

hierarchy in China is province, city, county, town and village.  

Other ancillary data include satellite-based soil moisture, land-use/land-cover 

change (LUCC) and radiation products. Satellite retrieved CCI-WACMOS land surface 

soil moisture data that merges active and passive microwave observations and refers to a 

depth of 0.5-2cm (Dorigo et al. 2012) during 1983-2010 and GRACE terrestrial water 

storage data – the mean of three solutions CSR, GFZ and JPL ensemble (Landerer et al. 

2012) during 2003-2013 are also used in this study to investigate the spatial variability of 

the trends in soil moisture and understand their magnitude within the global context. 

LUCC data of year 2010 derived from Landsat TM/ETM digital images (Liu et al. 2002) 

are used to calculate fraction coverage of cropland in each 0.25°×0.25° pixel of the CCI-

WACMOS soil moisture product. Monthly average NASA/GEWEX Surface Radiation 

Budget (SRB) Release-3.0 data sets from 1984-2007 are used to calculate potential 

evaporation via the FAO-56 Penman-Monteith equation, and subsequently the PDSI.  

2.2.3 Multiple linear regression model 

Since the locations of the 40 stations where the soil moisture measurements are 

conducted are different from those of the weather stations, the meteorological data used 

for each site in the regression is interpolated from observations at the four nearest 

weather stations using the inverse distance weighting method (IDW, Shepard, 1968). 

Historical records of (chemical) fertilizer use rates at those 40 stations are not available. 

To cope with this site-level data scarcity we use county-average rates as in Muramatsu 

(2003). Data at these 40 stations is combined in one multiple regression model. 
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Volumetric soil moisture (θv) measurements are converted to relative soil moisture values 

(θr) – θv  divided by measured field capacity – to avoid the effects of different soil 

texture among different stations, allowing averaging of soil moisture measurements from 

different stations. 

In the regression for soil moisture changes, we consider the impacts of 

meteorological variables like air temperature (T, oC ), precipitation (P, mm yr-1), wind 

speed (u, m s-1), relative humidity (RH), vapour pressure deficit (VPD, hPa) and radiation 

hours (R, hr), and agricultural activities like fertilizer use rate (F, kg/ha, calculated as 

total weight of fertilizer use divided by crop area) and crop types (c), as well as county 

effects representing differences in soil moisture level across different counties (Cm, the 

overall effects of county level environmental variables like topography, soil texture and 

microclimate). F is calculated as total weight of fertilizer use divided by crop area. We 

jointly consider nitrogen, phosphorus, and potassium fertilizers due to the unavailability 

of historical records of their separate use. These fertilizers we considered are active 

ingredients as nitrogen, phosphorus pentoxide, and potassium oxide, respectively. Based 

on multiple experiments on the crop water consumption that have been conducted in NC 

region by many Chinese scientists (e.g., Xie et al. 1996; Ren et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2010; 

Zhang et al. 2010; Feng et al. 2010; He et al. 2012), we categorize the main crop types in 

NC into 3 groups: 1) soybean and potato; 2) wheat; and 3) maize and rapeseed.  

We use ANCOVA model (Kutner et al. 2005) to investigate the correlated effects 

between the dependent and explanatory variables, and the model can be summarized as: 

3

,0 ,1 1 , , ,
2

( )m m m m i i c m j m m
j

Y X X I c j Cβ β β β ε
=

= + + + + = + +∑     (2.1) 
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where mY stands for the mean θr in growing season of each year during 1983-2010. ,0mβ  

is the intercept term, , ,
2

( )
k

m C m j
j

C I County jβ
=

= =∑  represents the county effect, X1~Xi 

(i.e., T, P, RH, R, u, VPD and F) represent the ith explanatory variable and ,1mβ  ~ ,m iβ are 

corresponding slopes, ( )I ⋅  is the indicator function, and mε  is a normally distributed 

error term. Since we have classified the crops into three groups, we use two parameters 

( , ,2c mβ for group 2 and , ,3c mβ  for group 3) to represent the crop effect. The factor terms do 

not contain the first level in their expression since we choose the first level of both county 

effects and crop effects as baselines. Note that the choice of baseline does not affect the 

regression results.  

We build three models for the three river basins – Yellow, Haihe and Liaohe river 

basins – to investigate the effects of meteorological and agricultural variables on Q 

decline. We use the Q data at the outlet of each river basin as a dependent variable. 

Explanatory variables involve meteorological variables (i.e., T, P, RH, R, u and VPD) and 

agricultural activities (i.e., F, crop area of each major crop type) that aggregated from all 

counties within each basin. A full model with all of the explanatory variables is 

represented as follows. 

5
,0 ,1 1 , ,1d d d d i i d k k dk

Y X X Aβ β β β ε
=

= + + + + +∑           (2.2) 

where dY  stands for growing season mean Q for each year during 1983-2012 (km3 yr-1), 

,0dβ  is the intercept term, X1~Xi (i.e., T, P, RH, R, u, VPD and F) represent the ith 

explanatory variable and ,1dβ  ~ ,d iβ are corresponding slopes, kA stands for the planting 
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area of kth crop (i.e., wheat, maize, soybean, potato, rapeseed) and ,d kβ  is corresponding 

slope, and dε  is a normally distributed error term. Besides this full model, a few reduced 

models that assign some of the coefficients equal to zero are also investigated. This is 

important because of the possible impact of the Simpson paradox on parameter estimates 

as well as on the significance of effects (Simpson 1951).   

2.2.4 Fertilizer use experiment 

Water consumption experiment of potato was conducted at Wuchuan field 

experiment station (41.60 °N，111.27 °E) in Inner Mongolia of China from 2008 to 2010. 

This station is located in the middle of the north agro-pastoral transitional zone, and is 

considered as a good representative of semi-arid farming-pastoral transitional area. The 

experiment was designed as an increasing gradient of fertilizer use rate: N0P0, N1P1, 

N2P2, N3P3, and N4P4 (Table 2.1). Fertilizer was applied before planting in each plot. 

Each plot area was 6 × 10 m2, row spacing was 50 cm, and the planting density was 6 m-2. 

Soil moisture was measured 3-5 times per month using gravimetric technique, and the 

water consumption for the whole growing season was then calculated using the water 

balance method, and the runoff was neglected as the station is located in semi-arid dry-

land agriculture region. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Soil moisture and discharge assessment 

Across the 40 agricultural meteorological stations in NC, we find that the average 

relative soil moisture (θr) during the growing season decreased significantly in the last 
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three decades (Fig. 2.1a) – here θr is defined as the volumetric soil moisture (θv) divided 

by the measured field capacity. We find a significant (p<0.01) θr trend of -0.38%, -0.43% 

and -0.70% per year in the top 0–10 cm, 10–20 cm, and 20–50 cm of soil, respectively. 

This analysis provides solid evidence of soil drying-out in the entire NC region.  

Satellite observations of surface soil moisture (Dorigo et al. 2012) and total soil 

water storage (Landerer et al. 2012) agree on the presence of a hot-spot of soil moisture 

decline in NC (Fig. 2.1b,c) and provide us a more complete picture of soil moisture trend 

in NC. The trends in satellite surface soil moisture are generally in line with the ground 

measurements for the 0–10cm soil layer at the 40 stations (Fig. 2.1b, correlation 

coefficient between trend magnitudes r = 0.75). Disagreements in the magnitude of the 

trends might occur due to the scale-mismatch between the point measurements and the 

gridded satellite data, in conjunction with the fact that agriculture practices do not cover 

the entire area of each pixel (Fig. 2.1d); additionally, the satellite sensors can only detect 

the conditions in the top 0.5–2 cm soil layer, while the measurements have been taken as 

the mean soil moisture for the 0–10 cm of soil.  

The growing season Q at the outlets of the Yellow river basin, Haihe river basin 

and Liaohe river basin unanimously show significant declining trends during 1983–2012 

(Fig. 2.1e). The Yellow river basin presents the largest decline, which is consistent with 

the reports of a frequent dry out of the stream on its lower reach since 1972 (Chen et al., 

2003). The reduced soil moisture available and the concurrent Q decline at the three 

basins highlights the prevalence of reduced water availability in the past three decades 

over NC.  
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An overall decline of PDSI (Fig. 2.1f) – a widely used metric to monitor 

meteorological drought – during the 1984–2007 period also indicates that the NC region 

has been experiencing higher temperatures (Fig. 2.1g) and receiving increasingly less 

rainfall (Fig. 2.1h). The most dramatic decline in PDSI occurs in the northeast part of 

Inner Mongolia, where the drying trend and warming trend are higher. 

2.3.2 Impacts of agricultural intensification on soil moisture and discharge 

 We disentangle the effects of climate change from those of agricultural practices 

on the generation of drought in the region through multiple linear regression analysis. 

Results show that, shows that, among all the meteorological and agricultural explanatory 

variables considered (see Section 2.2.3), P, F and c are the most significant variables 

determining the soil moisture for the three soil layers. Here we take the 20–50 cm soil 

layer, which comprises a large portion of the root zone (Liu et al. 2008; Liu et al. 2009) 

and is directly affected by transpiration, to illustrate the correlated effects of declining 

soil moisture. The analysis yields slopes of 0.031 (% mm-1 yr), –0.13 (% kg-1 ha), –6.33 

and –12.66, for P, F, crop group 2 (i.e., wheat) and group 3 (i.e., maize, rapeseed), 

respectively (see model (2.1) in Section 2.2.3). This model can explain 68% of variance 

in θr (R2 = 0.68), suggesting that the model may be capturing the dynamics reasonably 

well. Regression results show the expected positive covariance between P and θr, as θr 

responds directly to P. However, the significant negative effects of F and c on θr may be 

less straightforward. 

To further explore this negative correlation, we examine the data gathered at a 

field experiment station in Wuchuan, where in a fertilizer use experiment soil moisture 
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was monitored during 2008-2010. Results show a clear raise in field water consumption 

as the input of fertilizer increases, by 10%–37.2% depending on the specific fertilizer 

treatment (Table 2.1–2.2, Fig. 2.2a), resulting in a significant decrease in soil moisture. 

Therefore, the increase in fertilizer use in the past three decades across NC (Fig. 2.2b) is 

likely to have aggravated the soil desiccation in the region.  

Cultivation of different crop types also shows significant effects on θr dynamics. 

Taking the crop group 1 (i.e., soybean and potato) as baseline, the regression results 

indicate that group 2, and specially group 3, have negative effects due to their higher 

water consumption, which is consistent with previous field experiments conducted in NC 

(Xie et al. 1996; Ren et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2010; Zhang et al. 2010; Feng et al. 2010; He 

et al. 2012). Those experiments indicate that crop water consumption during the growing 

season follows the order: group 1 (326-452 mm) < group 2 (450-500 mm) < group 3 

(398-568 mm).  These results suggest that the increase of fertilizer use (Fig. 2.2b) and the 

expansion of croplands (Fig. 2.3c) in NC, with a disproportionate proliferation of high 

water-consuming crops (Fig. 2.3a), all have contributed significantly to the widespread 

soil moisture decline in the region.  

A pair-wise experiment conducted at the Wuchuan Agricultural Meteorology 

Observation Station further supports the hypothesis that agricultural activities have 

accelerated soil moisture decline. During several decades (1983–2009), soil moisture has 

been monitored at two contiguous sites: a pristine pasture and an agricultural site. 

Measurements reveal a significant (p<0.05) decreasing trend of soil moisture in the first 

50 cm of soil for the cropland (for all crop types), contrasting with the slightly increasing 

– but statistically significant (p<0.05) – trend observed in the pristine pasture (Fig. 2.4).In 
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potato, naked oats and spring wheat fields, θv decreased by 0.11%, 0.11% and 0.06% per 

year (respectively), while in the pristine natural pasture, where changes only reflect 

climate effects (the effects of soil development is neglected), there was an increase of 

0.03% per year. Since there are no significant differences in soil texture, topography and 

microclimate between the cropland and pasture sites, differences in θv are here attributed 

to the agricultural activities.  

Discharge dynamics was also assessed for the three study basins based on 

multiple linear regression models. Regression results for the three basins are consistent, 

in the following we focus on the Yellow river basin, due to its larger coverage and dense 

population. Our regression model for the Yellow river (see model (2.2) in Section 2.2.3) 

explains 82% of the long-term variance in discharge (R2 = 0.82).  Results indicate that P 

has a significant positive effect on Q (slope of 0.12 km3 mm-1), whereas F and Aw (crop 

area of wheat) have significant negative effects ((–0.29 km3 yr-1 kg-1 ha and –0.06 km3 yr-

1 10-3 ha-1, respectively). The crop area of maize (Amz) is not considered to have 

significant effects on Q (p≈1) despite the high correlation between Amz and Q (r = –0.76, 

p<10-5). This occurs due to the so-called “Simpson Paradox” (Simpson 1951), in which 

two strongly dependent variables like F and Amz (r = 0.92) cannot co-exist in the model. 

Replacing Aw with Amz in the model, we find Amz also have significant negative effects on 

Q (p < 0.001). Overall, the effects of P, F, plantation of maize and wheat on Q are 

consistent with those on θr. 
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2.4 Discussion 

Food sufficiency has been achieved after nearly 50 years’ efforts in China (Ju et al. 

2009), and agriculture has intensified greatly since the early 1980s, with large inputs of 

chemical fertilizers and implementation of farming techniques (Guo, et al., 2010). 

Meanwhile, the amount of fertilizer use in China accounts for 31.4% of global total 

consumption in 2008 (Xin et al, 2012), and the fertilizer use rate is more than twice the 

world average (World Bank, 2006) and far greater than crop demand (Ju et al. 2009; 

Huang et al. 2010). Conversely, the efficiency of fertilizer use in China is much lower 

than world average (Raun and Johnson, 1999). While the yield per hectare for all crops 

has increased from 1.21 t/ha to 4.83 t/ha, the yield per unit chemical fertilizer use 

decreased dramatically for the 3 main crops in China during 1961-1998: 164 to 10 for 

rice, 44 to 6 for wheat and 93 to 9 for maize (Tong et al., 2003).  

Though the impacts of excessive fertilizer use on agriculture and environment in 

China have been investigated in recent years (e.g., Ju et al. 2009; Kahrl et al. 2010a,b), 

little attention has been paid on the impacts of fertilizer overuse on hydrological cycling. 

Excessive fertilizer use increases water consumption (Fig 2.4a), while having little effect 

on crop yield (Ju et al. 2009). Previous studies also indicate that fertilizer use boost crop 

growth and transpiration (Gaiser et al. 2004; Huang et al. 2003), which in turn will 

deplete soil moisture and lead to a decline in runoff. In addition, the use of chemical 

fertilizers is usually accompanied by an increase in irrigation that may further deplete 

water resources. Our results reveal the propelling feedback of fertilizer overuse on both 

soil moisture and discharge decline, suggesting that over-fertilization may lead to drought 
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exacerbation, as well as environment deterioration and economic loss of unnecessary 

expenditure on fertilizer.  

 Crop area has been increasing in recent years (Fig. 2.3c), despite the decline from 

2001–2003 that is likely the result of a government program aimed to convert degraded 

farmland into forest and grassland (Feng et al. 2005).The yield per unit area for each of 

the main crops (wheat, maize, soybean, potato and rapeseed) presents increasing trends in 

the last 3 decades (Fig. 2.3b), which is an integrated effect of multiple factors such as 

increase of fertilizer use, improvement in crop varieties, enhancement in farming 

practices and increase of irrigation. The coefficient of determination (R2) between soil 

moisture and crop yield at the 40 stations varies from 0.53–0.85, suggesting that the 

increase of crop yield per unit area has resulted in an increased depletion of soil moisture.  

Some other factors such as reservoir regulations, water withdraw, groundwater 

pumping, which have not been considered in this study, are likely to contribute as well to 

intensification of droughts. For example, twelve dams were built during 1950s–1990s, 

and there are 3147 reservoirs, 29200 pump sites and 875000 wells in the Yellow river 

basin (Fu et al., 2004). These facilities have certainly altered the regional distribution of 

water, although no available records may allow us to scrutinize their impacts on current 

drought conditions.  

 Another important human intervention that has not been yet discussed is 

irrigation. Irrigation has been locally used to counteract agricultural drought, reducing the 

soil moisture decline but still contributing to a decline in runoff, as most of the water for 

irrigation is withdrawn from river system (Zhu et al., 2013). While irrigation area has 

dramatically expanded in recent decades in NC (Fu et al. 2004; Chen et al. 2003), the 
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limited historical records of irrigation practices do not allow a thorough investigation of 

their contribution to regional droughts. Remote sensing may have the potential to monitor 

the irrigation practices and support the investigation in the future. 

2.5 Conclusions 

Trends of soil moisture and discharge in Northern China have been examined 

with long-term in-situ observations, and correlated relationship between these trends and 

agricultural activities have been investigated using multiple linear regression model. We 

unequivocally corroborate the soil drying and discharge declining trend in Northern 

China with ground truth observation datasets. Apart from the effects of climate changes, 

current agricultural activities aggravated this trend. Increased fertilizer use, widespread 

cultivation of water-expensive crops, and cropland expansion contribute to the decline in 

soil moisture and discharge in this region. Existing agricultural activities tend to 

accelerate soil moisture and discharge decline and decrease ecosystem resilience under 

the warming climate. Alternative agricultural practices that without detriment to future 

water resources and can meet the immediate demand seem critical for the region.  
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Figure 2.1 Growing season drought trends in Northern China (NC): a) Average relative 
soil moisture (θr) trends in 0–10 cm, 10–20 cm and 20–50 cm soil across the 40 
agricultural meteorological stations during 1983–2012. b) Volumetric soil moisture (θv) 
trend during 1983–2010 across NC and at the 40 stations (circles on the map) during 
1983–2012. The former is derived from CCI-WACMOS soil moisture product9 and the 
latter is from in-situ measurements of the top 0–10cm soil. The red polygons delineate 
the boundaries of the Yellow, Haihe and Liaohe river basins from west to east, 
respectively. c) Terrestrial water storage (TWS) trend during 2003–2013. d) Fraction 
coverage of cropland in 2010. e) Discharge (Q) trends in the three basins during 1980–
2012. f-h) PDSI, air temperature (T) and Precipitation (P) trend during 1984–2007. The 
black dots in g-h) represent the locations of 307 weather stations. 
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Figure 2.2 Fertilizer use experiment and fertilizer use trend in Northern China: a) 
fertilizer use experiment between 2008–2010 in Wuchuan Field Experiment Station, 
where N0P0–N4P4 stand for an increasing fertilizer use gradient that correspond to Table 
S1; and b) fertilizer use (F) trend during 1983–2006 across the region. Note that area 
without fertilizer use data is left vacant. 
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Figure 2.3 Changes of crop area and yield per unit area in Northern China during 1980–
2011: a) planting area for each major crop; b) yield per unit area for each major crop; and 
c) total crop area in the region. 
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Figure 2.6 Variation of volumetric soil moisture (θv) in topsoil (0–50 cm) of pristine 
pasture and different crop fields in Wuchuan Agricultural Meteorology Observation 
Station during 1983–2009.  
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Table 2.1 Fertilizer use experimental design 

number treatment 
Pure fertilizing amount

（kg/ hm2） 

Actual fertilizer amount 

（kg hm-2） 

 
N P2O5 Urea Triple superphosphate 

1 N0P0 0 0 0 0 

2 N1P1 45 45 97.5 97.5 

3 N2P2 90 90 195 195 

4 N3P3 135 135 294 294 

5 N4P4 180 180 391.5 391.5 
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Table 2.2 Changes of water consumption with different fertilization use rate in potato 

plot of Wuchuan Field Experiment Station. Water consumption values followed by the 

same lowercase letters for each year are not significantly different at p < 0.05. 

 

 

 

Fertilization  

 

 

 

Treatment Water consumption（mm） 

    2008  2009  2010  

N0P0 260.3a 221.5a 152.0a 

N1P1 282.6b 230.3ab 160.2a 

N2P2 316.3c 237.5bc 184.2b 

N3P3 350.5d 242.3c 202.1c 

N4P4 359.3d 265.7d 235.3d 
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CHAPTER 3. RESPONSE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND WATER 
AVAILABILITY TO CHANGING CLIMATE AND LAND COVER ON THE 

MONGOLIAN PLATEAU DURING THE 21ST CENTURY2 
 
 
 

3.1 Abstract 

Adequate quantification of evapotranspiration (ET) is crucial to assess how climate 

change and land cover change (LCC) interact with the hydrological cycle of terrestrial 

ecosystems. The Mongolian Plateau plays a unique role in the global climate system due 

to its ecological vulnerability, high sensitivity to climate change and disturbances, and 

limited water resources. Here, we used a version of the Terrestrial Ecosystem Model that 

has been modified to use Penman-Monteith (PM) based algorithms to calculate ET. 

Comparison of site-level ET estimates from the modified model with ET measured at 

eddy covariance (EC) sites showed better agreement than ET estimates from the MODIS 

ET product, which overestimates ET during the winter months. The modified model was 

then used to simulate ET during the 21st century under six climate change scenarios by 

excluding/including climate-induced LCC. We found that regional annual ET varies from 

188 to 286 mm yr-1 across all scenarios, and that it increases between 0.11 mm yr-2 and 

0.55 mm yr-2 during the 21st century.  A spatial gradient of ET that increases from the 

southwest to the northeast is consistent in all scenarios. Regional ET in grasslands, boreal 

forests and semi-desert/deserts ranges from 242 to 374 mm yr-1, 213 to 278 mm yr-1 and 

100 to 199 mm yr-1, respectively; and the degree of the ET increase follows the order of 

2 Liu, Y., Zhuang, Q., Chen, M., Tchebakova, N., Pan, Z., Sokolov, A., Kicklighter, D., 
Melillo, J., Zhou, G., He., Y., Chen, J., Bowling, L., Miralles, D., Parfenov, E. (2013) 
Response of evapotranspiration and water availability to changing climate and land cover 
on the Mongolian Plateau during the 21st century. Global Planet Change,108: 85-99 
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grassland, semi-desert/desert, and boreal forest. Across the plateau, climate-induced LCC 

does not lead to a substantial change (<5%) in ET relative to a static land cover, 

suggesting that climate change is more important than LCC in determining regional ET. 

Furthermore, the differences between precipitation and ET suggest that the available 

water for human use (water availability) on the plateau will not change significantly 

during 21st century. However, more water is available and less area is threatened by 

water shortage in the Business-As-Usual emissions scenarios relative to level-one 

stabilization emissions scenarios. 

 

3.2 Introduction 

ET is an essential component of the hydrologic cycle, and is central to earth 

system science because it governs interactions (e.g., energy exchange and 

biogeochemical cycling) between the atmosphere and terrestrial ecosystems (Betts, 1996; 

Mu et al., 2007, 2011; Weiß et al., 2008; Dolman and De Jeu, 2010; Wang et al., 2010, 

2012; Sun et al., 2011a, 2011b; Katul et al., 2012). ET returns more than 60% of annual 

land precipitation back to the atmosphere (Shiklomanov and Sokolov, 1985; L’vovich 

and White, 1990; Oki and Kanae, 2006; Miralles et al., 2011a), and thereby constrains 

water availability over the continents. Future trends of ET may lead to an overall 

intensification or weakening of the water cycle, with implications for the recycling of 

precipitation and generation of runoff (Shukla et al., 1990; Lean et al., 1995). With a 

growing scientific consensus about global warming (Hansen et al., 2005; Barnett et al., 

2005; IPCC, 2007), there is an increasing concern about how climatic change will impact 

the water supply,  especially in arid and semi-arid regions (Peterson et al., 2002, 2006; 

Vorosmarty et al., 2000; Serreze and Barry, 2005; IPCC, 2007; Bates et al., 2008). These 
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issues are directly relevant to human society and play an important role in the policy-

making process related to water management.  

Quantitative predictions of regional water balances, management of water 

resources, irrigation scheduling, or climate and weather prediction, all require the 

accurate quantification of ET. (Valiantzas, 2006; Cleugh et al., 2007; Jiang et al., 2009; 

Wang et al., 2010, 2012; Mu et al., 2011).  Simulations from models which have been 

calibrated and parameterized with measured data (e.g., measurements at EC towers), and 

satellite-based estimates can then be used for continuous predictions over time and 

space(Jung et al., 2010; Xiao et al., 2012).  

The Mongolian Plateau offers an interesting opportunity to study the state-of-the-

art ET dynamics.  It is located in a farming-pastoral ecotone adjoining the Gobi desert in 

the south and the Altai-Sayan Mountains in the north, and is dominated by arid and semi-

arid climate (He et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2009; Liu et al., 2011). The plateau covers vast 

arid and semi-arid area, and is expected to experience earlier and more drastic climate 

changes (e.g., surface air temperature) compared with lower latitude regions (IPCC, 2001; 

Zhuang, 2004; Lu et al., 2009). Additionally, the high vulnerability of the ecosystem 

makes it especially sensitive to climate change and disturbances (Sun, 2002; Sankey et al., 

2006; Dulamsuren et al., 2009; Lu et al., 2009; Chen, 2012;).   The plateau is therefore 

considered to play a critical role in the global climate system (Galloway and Melillo, 

1998; Li et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2009). As in other arid and semi-arid regions – where 

water loss from ET can account for > 95% of the annual precipitation (Kurc et al., 2004; 

Huxman et al., 2005; Lu et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Sun et al., 2011b; Katul et al., 

2012) – ET is crucial in controlling the hydrology, climate and ecology in the plateau.  As 
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the climate and land cover of the plateau have been projected to change during the 21st 

century (Lu et al., 2009; Tchebakova et al., 2009; Groisman et al., 2010), the regional ET 

could change significantly.   

Investigation of future trends in ET under changing climate and climate-induced 

LCC on the plateau can provide insights into how climate policies might influence future 

water supplies, and contribute to the understanding of future hydrological, ecological and 

societal changes in this region and their feedbacks to the global climate system.  To date, 

there is a lack of studies on the quantification of ET and water availability under 

changing climate and land cover on the Mongolian Plateau. This study is a pioneer effort 

toward filling that knowledge gap. The first objective of this study is to improve the ET 

algorithms of a process-based biogeochemistry model – the Terrestrial Ecosystem Model 

(TEM; Zhuang et al., 2003, 2010). Then, we aim to validate and apply the improved 

model to examine how ET will respond to the changes of climate and land cover over the 

plateau during the 21st century. The implications of the results for the water availability in 

the region will be discussed in detail. 

3.3 Methods 

The Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM) is a process-based biogeochemistry 

model using spatially referenced data of climate, soils, land cover, and elevation to 

simulate C, N, and water fluxes and pool sizes of the terrestrial biosphere (e.g., Raich et 

al., 1991; McGuire, 1992; Zhuang et al., 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004).  In this study, we 

modified TEM version 5.0 (Zhuang et al. 2003, 2010) to incorporate algorithms based on 

the Penman-Monteith (PM) equation (Monteith, 1965; Allen et al., 1998) to estimate ET.  
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These modifications allowed better consideration of interactions between terrestrial 

energy and water budgets when estimating ET with TEM.  To evaluate these model 

improvements, site-level ET estimates of the TEM, with and without modifications of the 

ET algorithms, were compared against ET measurements from two eddy covariance sites 

on the Mongolian Plateau.  In addition, regional ET estimates by TEM, with and without 

modifications of the ET algorithms, were compared to the regional estimates from three 

recent studies (Miralles et al. 2011a,b; Mu et al., 2011; Vinukollu et al. 2011).  The 

modified TEM was then used with six climate change scenarios and two land cover 

scenarios to examine how ET might respond to changes of climate and land cover over 

the plateau during the 21st century.  

3.3.1 Modeling algorithms 

In the previous version of monthly time-step TEM (Zhuang et al., 2003, 2010), 

the ET algorithms (hereafter referred to as AL1) are based on both the atmospheric 

demand for water vapor and the ability of the land surface to supply such water vapor 

(Vörösmarty et al., 1998).  In the previous TEM, the atmospheric demand for water vapor 

is determined from potential evapotranspiration (PET, mm mon-1), which is estimated via 

the Jensen-Haise (1963) formulation: 

[(0.014 (1.8 32) 0.37)] 0.016742sPET T R MD= × × + − × × ×      (3.1)              

where T is the monthly average air temperature (°C), Rs is the mean monthly short-wave 

radiation at the top of the canopy (Cal cm-2 d-1) calculated in TEM using latitude, date 

and cloudiness (Pan et al., 1996), and MD is the number of days per month. This PET 

algorithm does not consider the effects of net outgoing long-wave radiation from the land 
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surface, ground heat flux, and the aerodynamic aspects of ET on the atmospheric demand 

for water vapor. PET calculated in Eq. (3.1) tends to be underestimated in the spring and 

overestimated in the summer, as the sensitivity of PET to T is larger, and the sensitivity 

to Rs is lower than in nature (Feddes et al., 1994). Biases in the calculation of PET will 

then be propagated to the ET estimates.   

            ET is then derived from PET in conjunction with a water balance model (WBM), 

where the ability of the land surface to supply water for ET depends on the amount of soil 

moisture (SM), rainfall and snowmelt (Vörösmarty et al., 1998). In the WBM, direct 

surface runoff is not separated from total runoff from a grid cell, which is assumed to go 

through soils and contribute to neighboring stream networks. If the sum of monthly 

rainfall and snowmelt is greater or equal to monthly PET, then ET is assumed to equal 

PET.  If SM reaches field capacity under these conditions, then any additional water is 

assumed to be runoff to neighboring river networks.  If the sum of monthly rainfall and 

snowmelt is less than monthly PET, then no runoff is assumed to occur and ET is 

calculated by subtracting the change in SM during the month from the sum of monthly 

rainfall and snowmelt. A unitless soil drying function is used to determine the change in 

SM within a month  based on relative soil wetness, PET, rainfall and snowmelt.  

To improve ET estimates within the monthly time-step TEM, we introduced new 

ET algorithms (hereafter referred to as AL2), based on the PM algorithm as applied by 

Mu et al (2007, 2011) that explicitly incorporates both physiological and aerodynamic 

constraints (Monteith, 1965;  Allen et al., 1998). In these new AL2 algorithms, we 

calculated ET (mm mon-1) by estimating transpiration of the vegetation canopy (Tc, mm 

mon-1) separately from evaporation from the soil surface (Esoil, mm mon-1): 
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c soilET T E= +                                                                                      (3.2a) 
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where Ac (W m-2) is the available energy in the vegetation canopy, Asoil (W m-2) is the 

available energy in the soil, s is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve (Pa K-1) 

and is a function of air temperature, ρ (kg m-3) is the air density, cp (J kg-1 K-1) is the 

specific heat capacity of air,  VPD (Pa)  is the vapor pressure deficit (i.e., saturated air 

vapor pressure minus actual air vapor pressure), ra (s m-1) is the aerodynamic resistance, 

rs (s m-1) is the surface resistance to transpiration from the plant canopy, ras is the 

aerodynamic resistance at the soil surface, rtot is the sum of ras and surface resistance to 

evaporation, λ (J kg-1) is the latent heat of vaporization, ρ (kg m-3) is the air density, γ (Pa 

K-1) is the psychometric constant, secs2day (secs day-1) is the number of seconds in a day, 

Esoil_pot is the potential evaporation from soils, fSM is a proxy of soil water deficit used to 

constrain soil evaporation, RH is relative humidity, and β is the relative sensitivity of RH 

to VPD (Fisher et al., 2008). 

As described by Mu et al. (2011), the available energy in the vegetation canopy 

(Ac) to support transpiration is determined by multiplying the net radiation flux at the 

surface (Rn, W m-2) by the fraction of ground covered by vegetation (Fc), whereas the 

available energy in the soil depends on Rn multiplied by  the fraction of ground not 
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covered by vegetation (1 – Fc) minus the sensible heat exchange from the surface into the 

soil (G, W m-2).  Rn is the balance of incoming and outgoing shortwave and longwave 

radiation and is calculated from the incoming shortwave radiation (Rs), albedo, and air 

temperature as described by Cleugh et al. (2007).  Mean monthly values for albedo and 

air temperature are used when calculating Rn.  

Based on the protocols of Mu et al. (2007),  and the relationships among the 

Fraction of Absorbed Photosynthetically Active Radiation (FPAR), leaf area index (LAI) 

and enhanced vegetation index (Turner et al., 2003; Heinsch et al., 2006; Hu et al., 2007; 

Chen et al., 2009), Fc is calculated as:   

               

min

min max

exp( ) exp( )
exp( ) exp( )c

LAI k LAI kF
LAI k LAI k
− × − − ×

=
− × − − ×

                                          (3.3) 

where LAImin and LAImax are the minimum and maximum LAI in a year, respectively, 

and k is the canopy light extinction coefficient and assumed to be 0.5 (Running and 

Coughlan, 1988). Monthly LAI is estimated by TEM as follows:   

      LAI SLA ALLEAF LEAF= × ×                                                       (3.4) 

where SLA is the specific leaf area (m2 g C-1) (Pierce et al., 1994; Garnier et al., 1997; 

Poorter and Evans, 1998; White et al., 2000; Milner et al., 2003), ALLEAF is the 

maximum leaf biomass (g C m-2), and LEAF is a phenology term that represents the 

relative amount of leaf biomass in a specific month to ALLEAF and is estimated by TEM 

(Zhuang et al., 2002).                            

     G is estimated based on monthly air temperature (Allen et al., 1998): 

                 11.6198( )i iG T T −= −                                                                        (3.5) 
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where Ti is the mean air temperature of month i (°C) and Ti-1 is that of the previous 

month (°C). 

Soil evaporation is calculated from potential soil evaporation (Esoil_pot) and is 

constrained by a proxy of soil water deficit fSM. The estimate of fSM is based on the 

complementary relationship of land-atmosphere interactions from VPD and RH, where it 

is assumed that SM has a strong link with the adjacent atmospheric moisture (Bouchet, 

1963; Mu et al., 2007; Fisher et al., 2008).  
       

 

The detailed methods for calculating the rs and ra of plant transpiration, the rtot 

and ras of soil surface evaporation are documented in Mu et al. (2007, 2011). rs in Eq. 

(3.2b), is calculated from canopy conductance Cc (the inverse of rs), which is based on 

the mean potential stomatal conductance per unit leaf area (CL), LAI, VPD, and air 

temperature (Mu et al., 2007). The effects of environmental factors such as VPD and air 

temperature on the stomatal resistance (converted to rs using 1/LAI as a scalar), rtot and 

ras have been taken into account in this study, and the effects of air temperature on ra 

have also been considered. In addition, although the effects of SM on rtot and stomatal 

resistance have not been directly incorporated in their calculation, fSM has been applied as 

a SM constraint on soil evaporation, and further control is represented as ET estimates are 

constrained by the soil water balance in TEM.  Some other ET methodologies like the one 

by Miralles et al. (2011a, 2011b) explicitly use SM and vegetation water content 

observations to estimate evaporative stress. Additionally, many previous studies consider 

other environmental factors for calculating resistances than those considered in this study, 

such as net radiation, photosynthetically active radiation flux (PAR), ambient CO2 

concentrations and wind (Jarvis, 1976; Sellers et al., 1986; Ball et al., 1987; Dolman et al., 
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1991; Xu, 1994; Wright et al., 1995; ASCE, 1996; Dickinson et al., 1998; Mueller, 2011). 

While consideration of these factors allows the calculation of resistance to capture more 

detailed effects of biophysical properties on ET, but provide limited benefits to our 

simulations at the monthly time step and also introduce additional uncertainties. Given 

that ra and ras are very sensitive to wind speed variation (ASCE, 1996; Liu et al., 2006; 

Zhang et al., 2007; Bonan, 2008), an averaged monthly wind will smooth most of the 

“noise” and short-term variation so that it is likely to fail to capture the effects of wind on 

ra and ras. Moreover, the current unavailability of wind speed data in the Integrated 

Global System Model (ISGM) climate scenarios data (driving data of this study) makes it 

unfeasible to incorporate wind into the parameterizations of ra and ras. Similarly, the 

diurnal cycle of stomatal resistance responds to the diurnal variability of Rn and PAR 

(Landsberg et al., 1997), but most of this response would be lost using averaged monthly 

aggregates.  

Finally, after calculating ET with the new AL2 algorithms, the ET estimates were 

then constrained by the available water in soils as determined by water balance in TEM. 

Thus, ET estimated using either the AL1 or AL2 algorithms (hereafter referred to as 

AL1-ET and AL2-ET, respectively) is constrained by the soil water balance, but the AL2 

now consider more aspects of the concurrent energy balance and more effects of 

environmental and biophysical factors on ET than the AL1 of the previous TEM.  

3.3.2 Model parameterization  

As described above, here we modified TEM version 5.0 (Zhuang et al. 2003, 2010) 

by adapting algorithms developed by Mu et al. (2007, 2011) based on the PM equation 
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(Monteith, 1965; Allen et al., 1998) for estimating ET by TEM. Many parameters 

involved in the new AL2 algorithms were defined from literature values (e.g., Running 

and Coughlan, 1988; Shuttleworth, 1992; ASCE, 1996; Milner et al., 2003; Cleugh et al., 

2007; Mu et al., 2007, 2011), while other parameters such as the relative sensitivity of 

RH to VPD (β), specific leaf area (SLA), and mean potential stomatal conductance per 

unit leaf area (CL) for grasslands and boreal forests were adjusted within the referenced 

range until model values were closest to field-based measured ET. The major parameters 

that were introduced into or adjusted in this study are listed in Table 3.1.  

For albedo, we used MODIS albedo (MCD43C3) of year 2005 for the region to 

determine the mean monthly albedo of each land cover type (Schaaf et al., 2002; Jin, 

2003a; Jin, 2003b; Salomon et al., 2006), which was assumed to remain unchanged 

during 1971-2100 due to unavailability of time series albedo data. Then the monthly 

albedo of each land cover   was used as land cover-specific parameters to estimate 

monthly Rn.   

3.3.3 Data 

Overall, TEM needs input data on air temperature, precipitation, cloudiness, vapor 

pressure, atmospheric CO2 concentrations, land cover type, albedo, elevation, and soil 

texture to estimate ET. As indicated earlier, TEM can use cloudiness data to estimate 

incoming shortwave radiation. Soil texture and elevation vary spatially over the study 

regions and are assumed to remain static throughout 1971-2100, whereas other inputs 

vary over time and space.  In this study, we conducted our simulations at a spatial 
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resolution of 0.5° latitude × 0.5° longitude resolution so that all spatially-explicit input 

data sets were reorganized to this resolution.   

3.3.3.1 Historical data 

Data on soil texture, elevation, and historical climate and atmospheric CO2 

concentrations from 1971 to 2000 were collected from several sources. The soil texture 

data were from the Food and Agriculture Organization/Civil Service Reform Committee 

(FAO/CSRC) digitization of the FAO-UNESCO (1971) soil map (Zobler, 1986).  

Elevation data were from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (Farr et al., 2007). 

Gridded historical data on monthly air temperature, precipitation, cloudiness, and vapor 

pressure were obtained from the Climate Research Unit (CRU) of the University of East 

Anglia. Annual global atmospheric CO2 concentration data for the historical period were 

acquired from atmospheric observations (Keeling et al., 2005).  

3.3.3.2 Future scenarios data 

Modeling estimates of changes in air temperature, precipitation, cloudiness, vapor 

pressure, and atmospheric CO2 concentrations associated with six climate scenarios 

(X901M, X902L, X903H, X904M, X905L, and X906H; Sokolov et al., 2005; Zhu et al., 

2011; Jiang et al., 2012) generated by the IGSM of the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT) (Sokolov et al., 2005) were used for future projections over the 21st 

century.  The X901M, X902L, and X903H scenarios represent Business-As-Usual (BAU) 

emissions scenarios with a median climate response, a low climate response, and a high 

climate response, respectively. The X904M, X905L, and X906H scenarios represent 

level-one stabilization emissions (450 ppm CO2) scenarios with a median climate 
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response, a low climate response, and a high climate response, respectively. The largest 

increases in air temperature and precipitation occur in the X903H scenario and the 

smallest increases occur in the X905L scenario on the plateau (Fig. 3.1).  

Each of the six climate scenarios were used to drive a biogeography model, 

Siberian BioClimatic Model (SiBCliM, Tchebakova et al., 2009, 2011), to simulate land 

cover distribution for the years 2000, 2025, 2050, 2075 and 2100. Other than climate 

change, the SiBCliM simulations did not consider the influence of any anthropogenic 

activities on land cover distribution. Land cover simulations of 2000 are used to represent 

a static land cover throughout 1971-2100 (referred to as VEG1). To examine the effects 

of climate-induced LCC, the simulated land cover were used to develop a time series of 

annual land cover over five time periods from 2001 to 2100.  The SiBCliM results for 

2000, 2025, 2050, 2075 and 2100 were used to describe land cover during 2000-2024, 

2025-2049, 2050-2074, 2075-2099, and 2100, respectively (referred to as VEG2). The 

annual land cover distribution in VEG2 is assumed to remain unchanged from year to 

year throughout each period but varies among the five periods (Fig. 3.2).  

3.3.3.3 Data for model evaluation 

Data were obtained to evaluate the performance of the modifications to TEM at 

both the site and regional levels.  In addition to latent heat fluxes, EC data of air 

temperature, precipitation, RH, and incoming shortwave radiation were collected from 

two Mongolian sites (http://www.asianflux.com) to allow the development of site level 

ET estimates by TEM: a larch forest site at Southern Khentei Taiga (SKT) and a 

grassland site at Kherlenbayan Ulaan (KBU). The half-hourly data at SKT and KBU are 
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available from 2003 to 2006, and 2003 to 2009, respectively. An Artificial Neural 

Network method (Papale, 2003) was used to fill any gaps in the data caused by system 

failure or data rejection. We then averaged half-hourly air temperature, RH, latent heat 

flux, and solar radiation, and summed the half-hourly precipitation to get monthly values.  

Monthly ET estimates from MODIS (referred to as MODIS-ET, Mu et al. 2011) 

and from GLEAM (Global Land-surface Evaporation: the Amsterdam Methodology – 

Miralles et al. 2011a, b) were also collected and compared to site-level ET estimates by 

TEM.  Although AL2-ET and MODIS-ET estimates are both based on PM framework, 

they are different in LAI acquisition, calculation of Fc and G, parameterization of CL, β 

and SLA, forcing data, and whether is constrained by available soil water.  

For evaluation of spatial and temporal patterns of ET estimated by TEM across 

the plateau, AL2-ET results were also compared to gridded estimates selected out of 

global results by Vinukollu et al. (2011) in addition to MODIS-ET and GLEAM for the 

time period 2000 to 2008.  Vinukollu et al. (2011) also used a PM based approach 

extended by Mu et al. (2007) to estimate ET (known as PM-Mu ET) whereas GLEAM is 

based on a Priestley-Taylor approach with an evaporative constraint base on satellite-

derived soil moisture and vegetation water content (Miralles et al., 2011a, b).  For these 

regional evaluations, TEM was driven with monthly air temperature, precipitation, dew 

point temperature (used to derive vapor pressure), and cloudiness data over the 2000-

2008 time period obtained from the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather 

Forecasts (ECMWF). MODIS land cover data of 2001 were used (MCD12C1), with an 

assumption that the land cover of the plateau during 2000-2008 was the same as 2001.   
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3.3.4 Regional simulations  

ET simulations were conducted for both static and changing land cover conditions. 

The model was first run to equilibrium using the long-term averaged historical monthly 

climate data from 1971 to 2000, and was then spun up for 120 years to develop initial 

conditions for TEM at the beginning of the 21st century for the plateau. Then, we 

conducted twelve simulations using the AL2 algorithms to examine the effects of future 

climate change and LCC on ET.  To examine the effects of climate change alone on ET, 

we conducted six simulations using the VEG1 land cover, historical climate from 1971 to 

2000, and each of the six climate scenarios from 2001 to 2100. To examine the effects of 

both climate change and climate-induced LCC on ET during the 21st century, we 

conducted six simulations using the VEG2 land cover, historical climate from 1971 to 

2000, and each of the six climate scenarios from 2001 to 2100. Differences in ET 

between the VEG1 and VEG2 simulations for corresponding climate scenarios were used 

to estimate the effects of climate-induced LCC on ET.  

3.3.5 Statistical analysis 

Root mean square error (RMSE), Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NS) 

and mean percentage error (MPE) were used to evaluate the accuracy of ET estimates. 

The smaller values of RMSE and MPE, and NS values close to 1 (range from −∞ to 1) 

indicate more accurate model estimates. The non-parametric Mann-Kendall test for 

trends was applied to determine significant time-series trends (Hamed and Rao, 1998). 
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3.4 Results and Discussion 

3.4.1 Evaluation of site-level ET estimates 

Comparisons of site-level AL1-ET and AL2-ET estimates with measured ET at 

the two EC sites (Table 3.2, Fig. 3.3) indicate that the AL2 greatly outperforms AL1. The 

MPE of 5.94% and 6.42% for annual AL2-ET, at the SKT and KBU sites, respectively, 

suggest that the AL2-ET generally agrees well with measured ET at the site level. The 

seasonal changes of AL2-ET, GLEAM and MODIS-ET match well with the measured 

ET at both sites, except from November to March (Fig. 3.3). During the winter months, 

the AL2-ET and GLEAM estimates are very close to the measured ET whereas MODIS-

ET estimates are much higher. The overestimation of ET by MODIS-ET during the 

winter is probably due to increased uncertainties of driving data, e.g., land cover, albedo, 

LAI and reanalysis climate data (Strahler et al., 2002; Jin et al., 2002, 2003; Wang et al., 

2004, 2005; Gao et al., 2005; Heinsch et al., 2006; Zhao et al., 2006; Sprintsin et al., 2009; 

Decker, 2011). In contrast, AL1-ET tends to overestimate ET during the summer, which 

is likely due to the overestimation of PET in the summer by the AL1 (Feddes et al., 1994) 

and the bias is passed on to the AL1-ET. 

 

3.4.2 Evaluation of regional ET estimates 

Regional AL2-ET (regional ET was determined by summing area-weighted ET 

estimates across all grid cells within the study region) matches well with regional 

MODIS-ET and GLEAM during the growing season, and performs better than regional 

AL1-ET (Figure 3.4). The regional AL1-ET is much higher during the growing season, 
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especially in July (18.6-41.5% higher), which is probably due to overestimation of ET by 

AL1-ET in the summer as shown in the site-level analyses (Section 3.1). In contrast, 

GLEAM during the growing season is similar to AL2-ET and MODIS-ET.  The regional 

AL2-ET is lower than the regional MODIS-ET in the non-growing season (Fig. 3.4), 

which is likely due to the overestimation of MODIS-ET during this time as indicated in 

the site-level analyses.  Overall, GLEAM reports an average annual ET of 210.07 mm yr-

1 in the region during 2000-2008, which compares well to the 223.6 mm yr-1 by AL2-ET. 

Estimates by MODIS-ET (282.86 mm yr-1) and AL1-ET (305.56 mm yr-1) are much 

higher, which are likely due to their overestimation of ET in the winter and summer, 

respectively. 

Across the plateau, the average annual AL1-ET and AL2-ET estimates over the 

2000-2008 time period, show an increasing gradient from southwest to northeast that 

compares well with patterns observed by GLEAM and MODIS-ET (Fig. 3.5). At the 

same time, the AL1-ET of the eastern and northern parts of the plateau are obviously 

higher than that of MODIS-ET and GLEAM, likely because the AL1-ET is overestimated 

during the summer (Feddes et al., 1994) and the errors are unevenly distributed. The 

overall magnitude of MODIS-ET, however, is higher than that of AL1-ET and AL2-ET 

and the gradient of MODIS-ET across the plateau is not as strong as in the AL1-ET and 

AL2-ET estimates. This might be partially caused by the higher ET estimates during the 

winter when the monthly MODIS-ET estimates are 8-20 mm higher than those of AL1-

ET and AL2-ET, and the differences are not evenly distributed across the plateau. 

Spatially, there are small differences between whole-year ET and growing season ET for 

AL1-ET and AL2-ET because their ET amounts in the winter are very small. However, 
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there are notable differences when it comes to MODIS-ET because MODIS-ET in winter 

tends to be higher, accounting for 24.6% of the average annual ET over 2000-2008.  In 

contrast, the PM-Mu ET estimates of Vinukollu et al. (2011) are much lower than the 

other ET estimates (Fig 3.5), which is  similar with the evaluation in the Vinukollu et al. 

(2011) that PM-Mu ET have sizeable negative bias (-132 mm yr-1 over 26 basins across 

continents), large discrepancy with observed data, and large RMSE. Although PM-Mu 

ET estimates by Vinukollu et al. (2011) and MODIS-ET are both based on PM 

framework, the parameterization and forcing data are different (Mu et al., 2007; 

Vinukollu et al., 2011). In addition, the former was based on the methods in Mu et al. 

(2007), whereas the latter was based on the methods in Mu et al. (2011) which further 

improved those of 2007.  Moreover, the aerodynamic resistance in PM-Mu is calculated 

from Surface Energy Balance System (SEBS) model instead using the methods described 

in Mu et al. (2007) (Vinukollu et al., 2011). These differences may explain why PM-Mu 

ET estimates of Vinukollu et al. (2011) are much lower than MODIS-ET.  

Due to the significant improvements demonstrated by the AL2 algorithms over 

the AL1 algorithms at both the site and regional levels, the AL2 algorithms were used in 

the TEM simulations to examine how climate change and LCC might influence ET in the 

future. 

3.4.3 Climate change effects on ET 

ET ranges from 188 mm yr-1 to 286 mm yr-1 across all scenarios using the VEG1 

land cover during the 21st century, but increases in ET differ in magnitude among the six 

climate scenarios (Fig, 3.6, Table 3.3). The largest ET increases (0.55 mm yr-2) occurred 
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in the X903H scenario and the smallest ET increases (0.11 mm yr-2) occurred in the 

X905L scenario. Larger increases in ET occurred in the scenarios based on the BAU 

emissions policy (X903H, X901M, X902L) than in the emissions stabilization policy 

(X906H, X904M, X905L).  Within an emissions policy, higher ET and larger increases in 

ET occurred in the climate scenarios that had a higher climate response than a lower 

climate response (X903H > X901M > X902L > X906H > X904M > X905L). Moreover, 

the order of ET estimates among the climate scenarios is also consistent with the 

projected increases in air temperature and precipitation among the climate scenarios 

(Table 3.3, Fig. 3.1).  Higher precipitation would increase the supply of water for ET 

whereas higher air temperatures would increase atmospheric demand for water vapor by 

increasing the vapor pressure deficit (Anderson 1936).  Thus, our results indicate the 

water cycling on the plateau will intensify in the future, but the level of this 

intensification will depend on the climate policy being implemented and the response of 

climate to greenhouse gas forcings.  

The southwest to northeast gradient in ET is projected to continue to exist in the 

future in all six scenarios following a similar gradient in precipitation (Fig. 3.7). However, 

the spatial patterns of changes in AL2-ET vary among the climate scenarios.  In the BAU 

emissions scenarios, AL2-ET increases almost over the entire region (Fig. 3.8).  In 

contrast, AL2-ET decreases in some regions of the plateau and increases in other regions 

in the level-one stabilization emissions scenarios. Furthermore, the southwestern region, 

where the land cover is predominantly semi-desert/desert (Fig. 3.2), has the smallest 

increases in AL2-ET from the 1990s to 2090s in all scenarios.  
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Land cover influences both the rate of ET and the relative importance of ET to 

water cycle, which may be represented as a ratio of ET to precipitation (ET/P).  

Grasslands, boreal forests and semi-desert/deserts account for 90% of the vegetated area 

in the region. For all scenarios, the regional grassland ET ranges from 242 to 374 mm yr-

1 (Table 3.4 and Fig. 3.9), with an average ET/P of 90%, which coincides with that at the 

KBU grassland site. Regional boreal forest ET ranges from 213 to 278 mm yr-1, with an 

average ET/P of 72%, which falls in the range of ratio at the boreal forest site SKT (70%-

89%). The semidesert/desert ET varies from 100 to 199 mm yr-1 and accounts for 95-100% 

of the precipitation, which is consistent with previous studies in arid areas (Kurc et al., 

2004; Sun et al., 2011a; Wang et al., 2012; Katul et al., 2012), and the average regional 

semidesert/desert ET ~145 mm yr-1 during 21st century for all scenarios is comparable to 

the current average estimates for these ecosystems (Jiménez et al., 2011; Miralles et al., 

2011a). The simulated ET differences for various land cover types are mainly due to the 

climate variations across different land covers, e.g., the precipitation and air temperature 

in the grassland being higher than those of the boreal forest, or precipitation in the 

semidesert/desert being lower than that of the grassland or boreal forest. In particular, in 

the X903H scenario, precipitation during the growing season in grasslands is 23 mm 

higher than that of the boreal forest, 190 mm higher than that of the semidesert/desert, 

and mean air temperature during the growing season in grasslands is 5.34 °C higher than 

that of the boreal forest.   
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3.4.4 Land cover effects on ET 

The regional AL2-ET estimates using the VEG2 land cover were slightly higher 

than the estimates using the VEG1 land cover in all six scenarios (Fig. 3.10).  The 

differences in ET between the two land cover scenarios are more apparent in the BAU 

emissions scenarios than in the level-one stabilization emissions scenarios, but these 

differences are < 5% of the AL2-ET estimates using the VEG1 land cover.  Likewise, 

LCC appeared to have subtle effects on the spatial distribution of AL2-ET (Figs. 3.7 – 

3.8).  Thus, the direct effects of climate change on ET appeared to be more important 

than the indirect effects of climate-induced LCC on ET.  

There are two possible reasons for the inconspicuous effects of LCC on ET. First, 

the positive response of ET to LCC in some areas is offset by the negative response in 

other areas and, as a result, the change of aggregated ET over the whole plateau is small. 

The positive effect includes the change from forest to grassland, and the negative effect is 

due to the change from forest and grassland to semidesert/desert and from grassland to 

forest. For example, in the X903H scenario with the largest LCC among the six scenarios, 

the boreal forests and temperate forests will largely become grasslands and the 

semidesert/desert coverage will expand from 34.5% to 50% of the plateau by the end of 

the 21st century, specifically, 20.1% of the vegetated area will change from forests to 

grassland and 14.5% will change from grassland to semidesert/desert. Furthermore, the 

change area in all scenarios accounts for only 9-36% of the total area (Fig. 3.2). These 

relatively small changes in land cover appeared to have subtle effects on the spatial 

distribution of ET and regional ET estimates.  
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3.4.5 Implications of projected ET trends on the water availability  

It is becoming recognized that water availability is a crucial limiting natural 

resource for human development, especially in arid and semiarid areas (Vorosmarty, 

2000; Fekete, 2004).  Our simulation results indicate that annual mean volumetric soil 

moisture varies very slightly from year to year, with trends ranging from -0.0069% ~ -

0.021% yr-1 in all scenarios. Because the variation of soil moisture is negligible over the 

long run, net precipitation, the difference between precipitation and ET (hereafter P-ET), 

can approximately represent water availability, in other words, how much water may be 

available for human use. 

Regional P-ET fluctuates without a significant trend in all the scenarios using the 

VEG1 land cover during the 21st century (Fig. 3.6). In addition, changes in P-ET from the 

1990s to 2090s (Δ(P-ET)) are insignificant (±20 mm) across most of the plateau (Fig. 

3.8).These results imply that without considering further anthropogenic impacts, 

projected climate change itself will not significantly increase threats to the water 

availability as increasing ET rates are being compensated by increasing precipitation rates. 

However, the threats to the water availability differ from scenario to scenario due to 

inconsistent trends between ET and precipitation. With the VEG1 land cover, P-ET will  

increase from the 1990s to 2090s across a large portion of the plateau (Fig. 3.8) with 

larger changes in the BAU scenarios (X901M: 10.4 mm or +58.3%;  X902L: 2.4 mm or 

+52.8%; X903H: 5.4 mm or +56.9%) than the stabilized emissions scenarios  (X904M: 

2.5 mm or +49.6%; X905L:  0.4 mm or +48.9%; X906H: 2.8 mm or +51.5%).   These 

results suggest that, as a whole, the BAU emissions scenarios tend to have slightly more 
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available water for human use and less area will be threatened by water shortage relative 

to the level one stabilization emissions scenarios.  

With climate-induced LCC, fewer areas are likely to suffer from water shortage, 

although the increase in average P-ET from the 1990s to the 2090s using the VEG2 is 

slightly less than that using the VEG1 (Fig. 3.8).  This discrepancy is likely due to the 

uneven effects of LCC across the plateau. At the same time, one common feature across 

all the scenarios is that future water supplies tend to be threatened in the northeastern part 

of the plateau where boreal forests are currently located. 

3.4.6 Model limitations and simulation uncertainties 

ET estimation is challenging because it involves a large number of biophysical 

factors such as landscape heterogeneity, plant biophysics for specific species, leaf angle, 

canopy structure, soil properties, soil moisture, and microclimate (ASCE, 1996; Wang et 

al., 2010; Mu et al., 2011). The algorithms used in this study do not account for 

biodiversity effects, as different species within a single plant functional type can have 

different ET rates that also vary with stand age. Uncertainties also exist in a number of 

the biophysical parameters in the AL2 algorithms, and all parameters are assumed to have 

the same value for a given biome type across the entire plateau. Moreover, the algorithms 

for soil evaporation are based on an assumption that SM has a strong link with the 

adjacent atmospheric moisture during an entire month, whereas the strongest link 

occurring at midday during convective conditions (Fisher et al., 2008).  The application 

of the model at a monthly step might then contribute to ET errors. Another limitation of 

the algorithms is that the effect of high-CO2-induced partial stomatal closure on stomatal 
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resistance (Jarvis, 1976; Gedney et al., 2006; Lammertsma et al., 2011; Miglietta et al., 

2011) has not been taken into account. Although the influence of available water on 

stomatal closure has been considered in the simulation of atmospheric CO2 fertilization 

effects on gross primary production (Raich et al., 1991; McGuire et al., 1997; Zhuang et 

al., 2003), the corresponding influence of CO2 on partial stomatal closure has not been 

considered in simulating ET and needs to be examined in future work. 

ET is very sensitive to short-term weather conditions (ASCE, 1996; Allen et al., 

1998) so the input of relatively coarse monthly meteorological data into TEM may bias 

ET estimates. In addition, the omission of some processes such as snow sublimation, 

evaporation from wet canopy surface, and wet soil surface will also lead to 

underestimation of total ET. In the case of forested regions, the omission of wet canopy 

evaporation may lead to an underestimation of ET, as the rates of interception loss may 

overcome several times those of transpiration (Gash and Shuttleworth, 2007; Miralles et 

al., 2010). The AL2-ET during the non-growing season is underestimated (Fig. 3.3), 

because the LAI is estimated to be zero by TEM in most cases during this period, which 

results in transpiration being zero. Low vapor pressure leads to low RH during this period, 

which also results in low soil evaporation (see Eq. (3.2c, 3.2d and 3.2e)). Then, a daily 

version of the TEM that has incorporated with the aforementioned processes and 

improvements on LAI and soil evaporation may produce better ET estimates. 

All input driving data for the TEM have inherent uncertainties (Zobler, 1986; 

Mitchell and Jones, 2005; Sokolov et al., 2005; Webster et al., 2002; Farr et al., 2007). 

Spatially-interpolated CRU climate data are based on sparse and irregular meteorological 

stations in this region (New et al., 1999, 2000; Mitchell and Jones, 2005;), whereas 
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climate and terrain conditions vary in this region, the CRU data therefore have inherent 

uncertainties. The reanalysis ECMWF data and IGSM scenario climate data were 

simulated by models (Sokolov et al., 2005; Dee et al., 2011) so that the innate 

uncertainties in the model outputs will be inherited into the TEM ET estimation. Further, 

the VEG2 data are not continuously changing over time, our assumption that land cover 

remains the same over a period of 25 years may result in further errors. A data set with 

more continuous changes in land cover over the 21st century would improve the 

prediction of ET for future scenarios.  

EC tower measurements used for validation also have different sources of 

uncertainty. Flux measurements are often affected by systematic errors such as energy 

balance disclosure and incomplete measurement of nocturnal flux exchange (Aubinet et 

al., 1999; Hollinger et al., 2005). Energy closure imbalance is common in eddy 

covariance studies and varies from a small percentage to 30-40% as a result of limitations 

in instrumentation, spatial heterogeneity of EC footprints, and the partial shortage of 

measured turbulent and advective fluxes (Anthoni et al., 1999; Wilson et al., 2002; 

Tchebakova et a., 2002). Further, there is likely a spatial-scale mismatch between the 

source area of the available energy (Rn - G) and the turbulent flux source areas (Schmid, 

1994, 1997, 1999; Scott, 2010). For example, the source area of the available energy 

derived from ridge-top locations may be mismatched with the fluctuating turbulent flux 

source areas, which are often located on sloped surfaces with varied aspects (Schmid, 

1994; Scott, 2010). Moreover, all EC systems attenuate the true turbulent signals at 

sufficiently high and low frequencies, especially at night (Moore, 1986; Massmana et al., 
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2002). As a result, ET estimates from the EC towers have uncertainties ranging 10-30% 

(Glenn, 2008).  

Finally the satellite-based ET estimates used here for comparison (e.g. MODIS-

ET, GLEAM and the PM-Mu ET by Vinukollu et al, 2011) have uncertainties that are 

either cascaded from the inputs used to drive the methods or inherent to the algorithms 

themselves. This study has revealed potential uncertainties of MODIS ET during the 

winter on the plateau. The input climate data of the Global Modeling and Assimilation 

Office (GMAO) re-analyses used to drive MODIS-ET tends to have high uncertainties in 

winter (Zhao et al., 2006; Decker, 2011). Other possible error source lie in the input 

MODIS land cover data, where the accuracies are in the range of 70-80% (Strahler et al., 

2002), and the inherited uncertainties from the MODIS albedo (MOD43C1). The 

uncertainties of albedo in the winter are especially distinct on the plateau since it is 

dominated by grassland (Fig. 3.2) and its albedo is most sensitive to snow cover when 

compared with other land cover (Jin et al., 2002, 2003; Gao et al., 2005;). An additional 

potential source of error is the input MODIS LAI, which tends to overestimate (Wang et 

al., 2004; Heinsch et al., 2006). The uncertainties in the MODIS land cover and albedo 

will propagate to the MODIS LAI in addition to their direct impacts on MODIS ET 

(Yang et al., 2006; Sprintsin et al., 2009). Some studies show that MODIS LAI have 

more apparent uncertainties in winter relative to summer (Wang et al., 2005; Sprintsin et 

al., 2009).  
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3.5 Conclusions 

Despite the deficiencies and uncertainties of our model simulations described 

above, our analyses indicates that the modified TEM captures current spatial and 

temporal variations in ET as well as, or better than other approaches, and provides helpful 

insights about how ET and water availability on the Mongolian Plateau may change in 

the future in response to climate change and climate-induced LCC.  

For the three dominant land cover types on the plateau, ET are all projected to 

increase. Grasslands have the highest regional annual ET, followed by the boreal forest 

and semi-desert/desert, whereas the increasing trends of ET is highest at grassland and 

lowest in boreal forest.  The spatial gradients of annual ET across the plateau are 

expected to remain throughout the 21st century, increasing from the southwestern region 

to the northeastern region.  

The magnitude and spatial pattern of changes in ET will depend on the climate 

policy being implemented and the sensitivity of climate to the energy forcing from 

greenhouse gas emissions.  Larger changes in ET are expected from a BAU policy than a 

policy that attempts to stabilize greenhouse gas emissions as a result of larger changes in 

precipitation and air temperatures under the BAU policy.  Furthermore, ET is expected to 

increase across most of the Mongolian Plateau under the BAU policy whereas ET will 

increase in some regions but decrease in other regions under a level-one stabilization 

emissions policy.  Under both policies, a larger climate response to greenhouse gas 

forcing is expected to result in larger increases in ET.  The enhanced ET is not expected 

to threaten water availability across most of the Mongolian Plateau because of concurrent 

increases in projected precipitation.  An exception, however, may be the north-central 
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and northeastern parts of the plateau where large decreases in net precipitation are 

projected to occur in some climate scenarios.  

Climate-induced changes in land cover are expected to have only minor effects on 

future regional ET with most of the regional ET changes (>95%) resulting directly from 

climate changes. Nevertheless, climate-induced LCC will induce visible changes in 

spatial distribution of net precipitation across the plateau during the 21st century, 

suggesting that future ET and water availability studies over time period of decades may 

need to consider the effects of LCC on ET.    
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Figure 3.1 Climate variation of the Mongolia plateau during the period of 1971-2100 in 
X901M, X902L, X903H, X904M, X905L, and X906H: (a) annual precipitation, and (b) 

annual mean air temperature.
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Figure 3.2 Land cover of Mongolia plateau from (a) MODIS land cover data of 2001, and 
from SibClim simulation of (b) 2000, (c) 2100 in X901M, (d) 2100 in X902L, (e) 2100 in 
X903H, (f) 2100 in X904M, (g) 2100 in X905L, and (h) 2100 in X906H. 
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Figure 3.3 Comparison between measured ET, AL1-ET, AL2-ET, MODIS-ET and 
GLEAM at: (a) KBU site, and (b) SKT site.   
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Figure 3.4 Comparison among regional MODIS-ET, AL1-ET, AL2-ET and GLEAM 
during 2000-2008. 
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Figure 3.5 Spatial pattern of average annual ET over 2000-2008 derived from (a) AL2, (b) 
AL1, (c)MODIS, and (d) GLEAM , and average growing season ET over 2000-2008 
derived from (e) AL2, (f) AL1, (g) MODIS, and (h) average annual PM-Mu ET over 
2000-2007 in Vinukollu  et al. (2011).   
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Figure 3.6 ET and P-ET variations over 1971-2100 under VEG1 in X901M, X902L, 
X903H, X904M, X905L, and X906H : (a) annual regional AL2-ET, and (b)  annual 
regional P-ET. 
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Figure 3.7 Spatial patterns of average annual AL2-ET (under VEG1 and VEG2) and 
precipitation over the 1990s and the 2090s in X901M, X902L, X903H, X904M, X905L, 
and X906H. 
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Figure 3.8 Spatial patterns of changes in average annual AL2-ET and net precipitation 
from the 1990s to the 2090s, using VEG1 and VEG2 land covers and X901M, X902L, 
X903H, X904M, X905L, and X906H climate scenarios. 
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Figure 3.9 Annual regional grassland ET, boreal forest ET, and semidesert/desert ET 
variation over the period of 1971-2100 in X901M, X902L, X903H, X904M, X905L, and 
X906H under VEG1 (grassland ET - solid line; boreal forest ET - dotted line; 
semidesert/desert ET - dashed line).     
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Figure 3.10 Annual regional ET variations over the period 1971-2100 under VEG1 and 
VEG2 (VEG1- solid line; VEG2 - dotted line) in X901M, X902L, X903H, X904M, 
X905L, and X906H. 
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Table 3.1 Values of major parameters attained through parameterization or estimation 

from reference. SD: semidesert/desert; WT: wet tundra; BF: boreal forest; TF: temperate 

forests; GR: grasslands. 

Parameter SD WT BF TF GR References 

β (hpa) 2.0 2.0 1.50 1.5 2.1 Mu. et al. (2007, 2011) and Fisher et al. (2008) 

SLA (m2/g C) 0.05 0.05 0.02 0.025 0.05 Milner et al.(2003), White et al. (2000),  

Poorter et al. (1998) and Garnier et al.(1997) 

CL (m/s) 0.005 0.004 0.0032 0.003 0.005 Mu. et al. (2007, 2011) and Cleugh et al. (2007) 
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Table 3.2 Comparison of accuracies among AL1-ET, AL2-ET, MODIS-ET and GLEAM 

estimates at the EC sites of SKT and KBU, a and b under each ET estimate category 

stand for  whole measurement period and growing seasons, respectively .  Low values of 

RMSE and higher values of NS indicate better accuracy. 

 SKT KBU 

 AL1-ET AL2-ET MODIS-ET GLEAM AL1-ET AL2-ET MODIS-ET GLEAM 

 a b a b a b a b a b a b a b a b 
RMSE 

(mm mon-1) 
10.99 14.05 6.30 7.67 10.65 8.16 9.27 10.93 11.86 15.56 6.70 7.58 9.04 7.84 7.14 9.17 

NS 0.71 0.51 0.91 0.89 0.73 0.82 0.76 0.62 0.42 0.13 0.82 0.76 0.62 0.73 0.78 0.68 
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Table 3.3 Range (mm) and increasing trends (mm yr-2) of regional annual AL2-ET, AL1-

ET, and precipitation of Mongolia in the 21st century in X901M, X902L, X903H, 

X904M, X905L, and X906H under VEG1  

   AL2-ET Precipitation 

 Range Trend Range Trend 

X901M 188-275 0.47 199-330 0.38 

X902L 188-268 0.38 199-320 0.28 

X903H 188-286 0.55 199-334 0.48 

X904M 188-252 0.17 199-292 0.18 

X905L 188-244 0.11 199-284 0.12 

X906H 188-257 0.25 199-306 0.28 

Note: for all the trend analyses, P < 0.001. 
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Table 3.4 Range (mm) and increasing trends (mm yr-2) of annual grassland ET, boreal 

forest ET, and semidesert/desert ET of Mongolia in the 21st century in X901M, X902L, 

X903H, X904M, X905L, and X906H  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Grass Boreal Forest Semidesert/desert 

 Range Trend Range Trend Range Trend 

X901M 242-355 0.60 218-270 0.26 100-179 0.34 

X902L 242-350 0.48 217-264 0.20 100-172 0.28 

X903H 242-374 0.67 213-278 0.29 100-199 0.38 

X904M 242-332 0.20 215-246 0.10 100-170 0.15 

X905L 242-322 0.17 213-242 0.06 100-158 0.10 

X906H 242-335 0.32 213-251 0.13 100-175 0.19 

Note: for all the trend analyses, P < 0.001. 
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CHAPTER 4. RESPONSE OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION AND WATER 
AVAILABILITY TO THE CHANGING CLIMATE IN NORTHERN EURASIA3  

 
 
 

4.1 Abstract 

Northern Eurasian ecosystems play an important role in the global climate system. 

Northern Eurasia (NE) has experienced dramatic climate changes during the last half of 

the 20th century and to present. To date, how evapotranspiration (ET) and water 

availability (P–ET, P: precipitation) had changed in response to the climatic change in 

this region has not been well evaluated. This study uses an improved version of the 

Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM) that explicitly considers ET from uplands, wetlands, 

water bodies and snow cover to examine temporal and spatial variations in ET, water 

availability and river discharge in NE for the period 1948–2009. The average ET over NE 

increased during the study period at a rate of 0.13 mm yr-1 yr-1. Over this time, water 

availability augmented in the western part of the region, but decreased in the eastern part. 

The consideration of snow sublimation substantially improved the ET estimates and 

highlighted the importance of snow in the hydrometeorology of NE.  We also find that 

the modified TEM estimates of water availability in NE watersheds are in good

3 Liu, Y., Zhuang, Q., Pan, Z., Miralles, D., Tchebakova, N., Kicklighter, D., Chen., J., 
Sirin, A., He, Y., Zhou, G., Melillo, J. (2014), Responses of evapotranspiration and water 
availability to the changing climate in Northern Eurasia, Climatic Change 1-15 DOI 
10.1007/s10584-014-1234-9 
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agreement with corresponding measurements of historical river discharge before 1970. 

However, a systematic underestimation of river discharge occurs after 1970 indicates that 

other water sources or dynamics not considered by the model (e.g., melting glaciers, 

permafrost thawing and fires) may also be important for the hydrology of the region.  

4.2 Introduction 

Evapotranspiration (ET) is a key component of the Earth system. It links the Earth 

surface energy balance with its water balance and affects the biogeochemical exchanges 

between the biosphere and atmosphere (Dolman and de Jeu 2010; Wang and Dickinson 

2012). ET conveys about half of the solar energy absorbed by the land back to the 

atmosphere as latent heat flux (Stephens et al. 2012). Because water vapor is the 

dominant greenhouse gas in the atmosphere (Held et al. 2000), ET is thus critical in 

regulating the Earth’s energy balance and therefore its temperature. In addition, ET 

returns more than 60% of annual precipitation (P) back to the atmosphere, constraining 

the water availability over the continents (Vörösmarty et al. 1998; Miralles et al. 2011a; 

Kumar et al. 2014), and providing climate feedbacks via precipitation recycling 

(Seneviratne et al., 2010).  

There is a growing consensus that water availability is becoming a more crucial 

limiting factor for economic development (Vörösmarty et al. 2010).With an increasing 

human population, the rapidly rising demand for water is causing this resource to become 

progressively scarce. Climatic change may exacerbate this water limitation, as future 

warming is expected to raise the rates of ET leading to further drying of the land surface 
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(Huntington, 2006; Douville et al. 2012), particularly in regions already suffering from 

water scarcity (Dorigo et al. 2012).  

To date, ET is deemed as one of the most difficult components of the hydrological 

cycle to quantify accurately (Dolman and De Jeu 2010), partially because a large number 

of environmental (e.g., soil moisture, plant phenology, soil properties) and climatic 

factors (e.g., solar radiation, temperature, humidity, wind speed) affect the process (e.g., 

Monteith, 1965). Understanding historical changes in ET would enable a better 

quantification of the future availability of water across the continents, which in turn, may 

help to better manage water resources via irrigation scheduling, drought detection and 

assessment and so forth. Recently developed methodologies that up-scale in situ 

measurements (Jung et al. 2010; Xiao et al. 2012) or combine satellite-based data (Fisher 

et al. 2008; Miralles et al. 2011a,b; Mu et al. 2011) provide new opportunities to estimate 

ET over large regions for the limited time period of observational records. These spatially 

explicit estimates can also be used to benchmark land surface models (Mueller et al. 

2013), which in turn, can estimate changes in regional hydrology for longer time period 

in the past or project these changes into the future. 

Ecosystems in Northern Eurasia (NE) play an important role in the global climate 

system due to their high sensitivity to climatic change and the vast land area (Fig. 4.1) 

that they cover (Adam et al. 2008; Groisman et al. 2010). NE accounts for 19% of the 

Earth’s land surface, 59% of the terrestrial land north of 40°N, about 70% of the Earth’s 

boreal forests, and more than two-thirds of the Earth’s permafrost (NEESPI 2004). While 

it is widely accepted that the Earth’s temperature has increased globally in recent decades, 

this increase has been more rapid in NE (Groisman et al. 2009; IPCC 2013). A significant 
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portion of the total terrestrial freshwater flux to the Arctic Ocean is generated in this 

region (Frey 2003); increases in this freshwater flux may potentially weaken the North 

Atlantic thermohaline circulation and slow CO2 transport to the deep ocean (Peterson et 

al. 2002; ACIA 2005). Despite this crucial role, little is known about how past changes in 

climate have affected the terrestrial water cycle in the region.  

 This study uses an improved version of a process-based biogeochemistry model, 

the Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM 5.0; Zhuang et al. 2010), to gain new insights into 

the dynamics of the terrestrial water cycle in NE. TEM is a process-based 

biogeochemistry model that uses spatially referenced data on climate, soils, land cover, 

and elevation to simulate C, N, and water fluxes and pools in terrestrial ecosystems (e.g., 

Zhuang et al. 2010; Liu et al. 2013). With a long time series of forcing data, TEM 

estimates  allow a longer-term (1948–2009) analysis of ET and water availability (P–ET) 

than the one based on satellite-based ET datasets only. The ET algorithms in the previous 

version of TEM (Zhuang et al. 2010 – hereafter referred to as TEM-AL1) do not consider 

the effects of land cover heterogeneity on ET estimation, which are particularly important 

when modeling ET and are not well addressed by many of the currently existing ET 

estimation schemes (Mengelkamp et al. 2006; Mueller et al. 2013). In addition, the 

atmospheric evaporative demand (AED) in TEM-AL1 is represented by the Jensen-Haise 

formula (Jensen and Haise, 1963) and is only affected by variations in climate. This 

formula is reported to overestimate AED during the summer (Feddes and Lenselink 1994) 

so that ET is also overestimated by TEM-AL1 (Liu et al. 2013). To address these 

limitations, we developed new ET algorithms for TEM – hereafter referred to as TEM-

AL2 – to improve the simulation of ET in high latitude ecosystems (see Section 4.3.2).  
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In Section 4.3 of this study, we: (a) describe the improvements to the TEM ET algorithms, 

(b) parameterize the improved TEM using data from eddy-covariance (EC) towers, and (c) 

evaluate ET estimates from the improved TEM by comparisons against satellite-based ET 

products. Section 4.4 focuses on the analysis of the historical changes in ET, with special 

emphasis on the implications of these changes for the availability of water resources in 

NE.  

4.3 Methods 

4.3.1 Overview 

In a recent study (Liu et al. 2013), we found that the Penman-Monteith approach 

incorporating physiological and aerodynamic constraints on AED provided better 

estimates of ET across the Mongolian Plateau than TEM-AL1, which is based on 

empirical relations of ET with solar radiation and air temperature described by Jensen 

and Haise (1963). However, in Liu et al. (2013), ET was estimated from transpiration and 

soil surface evaporation in only uplands (i.e. upland ecosystems). Here, we further 

modify the TEM ET algorithms to estimate: 1) transpiration separately for uplands and 

wetlands; 2) evaporation separately for uplands, wetlands, and water bodies; and 3) snow 

sublimation.  We refer to the new algorithms as TEM-AL2. These modifications aim at 

improving the representation of the interactions between the terrestrial energy and water 

budgets and to increase their realism in high-latitude regions. The different ET 

components are aggregated to grid cell scale (hereafter ETa) weighted by the fraction of 

each land cover per grid cell (see Eq. 4.1 and 4.2 in Section 4.3.2). The fraction 

coverages of uplands, wetlands and water bodies are assumed to be static within each 
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grid cell and sum to 1, but these land cover types may be totally or partially covered by 

snow during some part of the year. The fractional snow cover varies monthly and is 

represented with seasonal snow cover climatology (see Section 4.3.3.2). Then regional 

ET is estimated by calculating area-weighted average of ETa across all grid cells in NE.  

Finally, regional estimates of ET are examined for temporal trends.  

To calibrate the TEM-AL2 and evaluate its performance relative to the TEM-AL1 

version, ET measurements from 13 EC sites in the NE are used 

(http://www.asianflux.com, http://gaia.agraria.unitus.it/, Table 4.1, Fig. 4.3a). In addition, 

two satellite-based ET products – the MODIS product (Mu et al. 2011, hereafter MODIS-

ET) and GLEAM (Global Land-surface Evaporation: the Amsterdam Methodology, 

Miralles et al. 2011a,b) – are also compared to EC data to evaluate their validity at the 

site level relative to TEM.  These satellite products along with the mean of the LandFlux-

EVAL merged ET systhesis datasets (hereafter EVAL) by Mueller et al. (2013), and the 

PM-Mu ET estimates by Vinukollu et al. (2011) are used to evaluate the spatiotemporal 

variability of the regional TEM-AL2 ET estimates in Section 4.3.6. EVAL and PM-Mu 

ET estimates are not compared with EC data because of differences in the timing of the 

ET estimates and the EC measurements. In this study, we use the Mann-Kendall trend 

test (Hamed and Rao, 1998) to determine significant time-series trends. 

4.3.2 Modification of ET algorithms  

 In this study, we continue our revision of TEM-AL1 based on Liu et al. (2013) by 

incorporating separate algorithms and parameterizations to derive monthly ET (or 

evaporation)  from uplands, wetlands, water bodies and snow cover. ET from uplands 

 

http://www.asianflux.com/
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includes transpiration from plant canopies, evaporation from wet canopies, saturated and 

moist soil surfaces. Although the same algorithms are used in wetlands as in uplands, ET 

is assumed to be not limited by water in wetlands (see e.g. Mohamed et al. 2012). For 

water bodies, evaporation is estimated based on algorithms described by Penman (1948, 

1956).  Snow sublimation is estimated based on algorithms described by Zhuang et al. 

(2002).   Because we assume that any snow is uniformly distributed within a grid cell, the 

effects of snow dynamics on ET from a particular land cover type or plant function type 

(PFT) in a grid cell is determined as follows: 

0(1 )i s i s sET p ET p ET= − × + ×  (4.1) 

where ETi0 represents monthly ET from the fraction of the ith land cover or PFT 

within each grid cell not covered by snow; ETs is snow sublimation; ps is the fraction of 

a grid cell covered by snow; and ETi is the ET from the ith land cover or PFT both 

covered and uncovered by snow within a grid cell. Fractional snow cover is relatively 

low during summer and high during winter. The total ET of each grid cell (ETa) is then 

calculated by aggregating the ET estimates for both snow-free and snow-covered uplands, 

wetlands and water: 

a u u t t w wET p ET p ET p ET= × + × + ×      (4.2) 

where pu, pt, and pw represent the fractions of uplands, wetlands and water 

bodies within each grid cell, respectively (i.e., the sum of pu, pt and pw is 1). ETu, ETt, 

and ETw represent the ETi (see Eq. 4.1) from the uplands, wetlands and water bodies for 

the corresponding grid cell, respectively.  
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The algorithms for TEM-AL1 and TEM-AL2 used in this study have been listed 

in Table 4.2. Our new algorithms for estimating ET for upland ecosystems are similar to 

those by Mu et al. (2011). However, there are several differences between these two 

methods. First, ET estimates by Mu et al. (2011) are not constrained by soil moisture, 

whereas TEM-AL2 uses the available soil water as determined by the TEM soil water 

balance (Liu et al. 2013). Second, the fraction of vegetation cover (Fc) in Mu et al. (2011) 

is represented by MODIS FPAR (MOD15A2), whereas TEM-AL2 uses the internal Fc 

from the TEM’s LAI module (Liu et al. 2013). Third, we use the method in Allen et al. 

(2008) to estimate the soil heat flux, whereas Mu et al. (2011) adopted the methods in 

Jacobsen and Hansen (1999). Fourth, The TEM-AL2 uses the Shuttleworth (1992) 

method for estimating net emissivity between the atmosphere and the ground (ε ′ ): 

e e da b eε ′ = +                    (4.3) 

where ed is vapor pressure (kPa), and ae and be are coefficients, where ae lies in 

the range 0.34 to 0.44 and be in the range -0.14 and -0.25.  Mu et al. (2011) estimated ε ′  

using the methods of Idso and Jachson (1969). The relative sensitivity of soil moisture 

constraint factor to vapor pressure deficit (i.e β, see Fisher et al. 2008), is parameterized 

to be biome-specific in TEM-AL2 instead of using a fixed value for all biomes as in Mu 

et al. (2011). Finally, the mean potential stomatal conductance per unit leaf area (CL) is 

parameterized for each biome in TEM-AL2 and the value is different from that in Mu et 

al. (2011). 

Methods for calculating ET in upland ecosystems are also used here to estimate 

the ET from wetlands. However, it is assumed that ET is unconstrained by available 
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water in wetland soils (Mohamed et al. 2012) while moisture availability limits ET in 

upland ecosystems.  

For water bodies, the Penman equation (1948, 1956) is introduced to estimate 

evaporation: 

( ) 86400n aR G EE MDγλ
γ

∆ − +
= × ×

∆ +      
            (4.4) 

where λE (J m-2 mon-1) is the flux of latent heat, Rn (W m-2) is the net radiation, 

G (W m-2) is the monthly change of energy storage in the water body, λ (J kg-1) is the 

latent heat of evaporation, γ (Pa k-1) is the psychometric constant, ∆ is the slope of the 

saturation vapor pressure curve (Pa k-1), and MD is the number of days during a 

particular month, and Ea accounts for an empirical wind function and is expressed as:  

6.43 ( ) ( )a w w z s aE a b u e e= × + × × −                 (4.5) 

where aw and bw are empirical wind function coefficients, es (Pa) and ea (Pa)  are 

the saturated and actual vapor pressure in the air, respectively, and uz (m s-1) is wind 

speed at the z height, Penman (1963) proposed aw = 0.5 and bw = 0.54 for open water for 

z = 2 m.   

The G is estimated as described by Jensen (2010) and  Jensen et al. (2005): 

0.5 0.8sn nlG R R= × − × , for day of year < 180              (4.6a) 

,        for day of year >180                      (4.6b) 

where Rsn is net solar radiation, and Rnl is long-wave radiation. 

0.5 1.3sn nlG R R= × − ×
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4.3.3 Data 

4.3.3.1 Climate data 

Input data on air temperature (T), precipitation (P), cloudiness (C), vapor pressure 

(V), wind speed (u), atmospheric CO2 concentrations, land cover type, albedo, elevation, 

and soil texture are needed to estimate ET using the TEM-AL2. Surface incoming 

shortwave radiation (R) is estimated from the TEM by using latitude, date, and 

cloudiness (Pan et al. 1996). Soil texture, elevation and land cover data vary spatially 

over the study region and are assumed to remain unchanged throughout 1948–2009, 

whereas other inputs vary over time and space. In this study, all simulations are 

conducted at a spatial resolution of 0.5° latitude × 0.5° longitude.  

Gridded historical time series of monthly T, P, C, and V from the Climate 

Research Unit of the University of East Anglia (CRU TS3.10, the precipitation dataset is 

the corrected version v3.10.01; Harris et al. 2013) are used. The CRU dataset has been 

selected for this study because its accuracy stands out from a variety of widely-used 

forcing datasets in the NE region (Liu et al. 2014, in review; Simmons et al. 2004). For u 

we use monthly climatology data during 1961–1990 from CRU, due to the unavailability 

of historical time series. In addition, the spatial resolution of these wind data is degraded 

from 10' to 0.5° by averaging values of 10' cells within each 0.5° cell, to be consistent 

with the other forcing datasets.  

The climate datasets used in the study, CRU TS 3.10 (Harris et al. 2013), are 

evaluated through comparisons with the time series of meteorological data from the 

European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D), the National Meteorological 
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Information Center of China Administration (NMICCA), and the EC tower sites within 

the NE domain (Table 4.3). Observed relative humidity (RH) and T are used to derive 

vapor pressure (Allen 1998) to compare against CRU vapor pressure. In addition, the 

corresponding climatologies of all CRU forcing data except wind speed are compared 

against the climatologies extracted from measurements collected at 86 meteorological 

stations during 1966-1970 across Russia (Reference Book on Climate of the USSR). 

Overall, our assessment indicates that the CRU data compares generally well with the 

ground measurements. An average absolute mean percentage difference (MPD) below 16% 

across all stations for each climate variable (except for C, Table 4.4) suggests a good 

representation of the regional climate conditions. Uncertainties in the CRU data come 

from the sparseness of ground measurements and the scaling errors associated with 

comparing site data to grid cell data organized at a spatial resolution of 0.5o latitude × 

0.5o longitude. Weather data from only a small number of weather stations are involved 

in the interpolation of CRU data (Jones, 2012) so that spatial heterogeneity of weather 

will result in bias in the CRU data.  

4.3.3.2 Ancillary input data 

Data on soil texture, elevation, historical climate and atmospheric CO2 

concentrations from 1948 through 2009 are collected from several sources. The soil 

texture data are from the Food and Agriculture Organization/Civil Service Reform 

Committee (FAO/CSRC) digitization of the FAO-UNESCO (1971) soil map (Zobler 

1986).  Elevation data are from the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (Farr et al 2007). 
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The annual global atmospheric CO2 concentration data are acquired from atmospheric 

observations (Keeling et al 2005).  

The distribution of plant functional types (PFTs) over the domain is derived from 

the International Geosphere-Biosphere Program (IGBP) Data and Information System 

(DIS) DISCover Database (Belward et al. 1999; Loveland et al. 2000), and reclassified 

into the TEM vegetation classification scheme at a spatial resolution of 0.5o × 0.5o 

(Melillo et al. 1993). The distributions of wetland and water bodies are extracted from the 

Global Lakes and Wetlands Database (GLWD – Lehner and Döll 2004). Lakes, 

reservoirs and rivers in the GLWD are reclassified into water bodies. Marshes, 

floodplains, coastal wetlands, saline wetlands, bogs, fens and mires in this NE region are 

reclassified into tundra wetland used in the TEM vegetation classification scheme 

(Melillo, 1993). The fraction coverages of wetlands and water bodies within each 

0.5°×0.5° grid cell are derived based on their distribution in GLWD, and the remaining 

fraction is attributed to uplands. Then the fraction coverages of uplands, wetlands and 

water bodies sum to 1 and they are assumed to be unchanged throughout 1948-2009. The 

PFT map of the NE domain and the fraction cover of upland ecosystems, wetlands and 

water bodies, and six major river watersheds in the NE domain (Kolyma, Lena, Yenisei, 

Ob, Pechora, and Northern Dvina) are presented in Fig. 4.1. This map is assumed to be 

unchanged throughout 1948–2009. The MODIS Snow Cover Monthly data (MOD10CM) 

from 2000 through 2012 are also used, and snow cover of the same month in each year is 

averaged, so as to develop seasonal snow cover climatology for each grid cell. The 

seasonal snow cover variation of each grid cell is assumed to remain unchanged from 

1948 through 2009 and is represented by the above seasonal snow cover climatology.   
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For snow dynamics, we use a seasonal climatology of snow cover derived from 

MODIS Snow Cover monthly data (MOD10CM) from 2000–2012, due to unavailability 

of snow cover time series covering the entire period  1948–2009. Thus, our analyses do 

not capture the signal of warming-induced reduction of snow cover over the most recent 

decades (ACIA, 2005). Despite this limitation, the introduction of seasonal snow 

coverage is an effort to increase the realism of the model representation of the NE region, 

where snow prevails during several months per year.  

MODIS albedo data (MCD43C3) for 2005 is used to determine the mean monthly 

albedo of each PFT (Jin 2003a, b; Salomon et al. 2006). It is assumed that the albedo 

remained unchanged during 1948–2009 due to the unavailability of time series data. The 

monthly albedo of each PFT is then used as PFT-specific parameters.  

4.3.3.3 Data for model evaluation 

EC data are used to calibrate the TEM-AL2 ET algorithms and evaluate the 

performance of the TEM-AL1 algorithms and satellite products. Data of latent heat fluxes, 

air temperature, precipitation, relative humidity, and incoming shortwave radiation are 

collected from 13 sites (Table 4.1). An Artificial Neural Network method (Papale 2003) 

is used to fill any gaps in the data caused by system failure or data rejection. The half-

hourly air temperature, relative humidity, latent heat flux, and incoming shortwave 

radiation are averaged, and the half-hourly precipitation is summed to get monthly values. 

In addition, monthly ET estimates from MODIS (Mu et al. 2011) and from GLEAM are 

used for comparisons to site-level ET estimates by the TEM.   
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Gridded ET estimates extracted from the global results of PM-Mu ET in 

Vinukollu et al. (2011), the EVAL (Mueller, 2013), MODIS-ET, and GLEAM are also 

used to evaluate the spatial magnitude and variability of the TEM-AL2 estimates across 

the NE domain. Both PM-Mu ET (Vinukollu et al. 2011) and MODIS-ET (Mu et al. 2011) 

are based on modifications of the Penman-Monteith approach by Mu et al. (2007). On the 

other hand, GLEAM uses a Priestley-Taylor approach with evaporative constraints based 

on satellite-derived soil moisture and vegetation water content (Miralles et al. 2011a, b). 

The dataset by the LandFlux-EVAL initiative consists of a merger of 14 different ET 

datasets and the mean of the merged datasets is used in this study (Mueller et al. 2013). 

4.3.4 Model parameterization  

Many parameters involved in the TEM-AL2 are defined from literature values 

(e.g., Shuttleworth 1992, ASCE 1996, Mu et al. 2007, 2011). However, some parameters 

such as the relative sensitivity of soil moisture to vapor pressure deficit (β), specific leaf 

area (SLA), mean potential stomatal conductance per unit leaf area (CL), and coefficients 

for calculating the net emissivity between the atmosphere and the ground (ae, be) for 

each PFT need to be calibrated using EC measured evaporation fluxes. For ecosystems 

that have more than one EC site, we conduct “leave-one-out” cross validation (Zhang 

1993) to yield one set of parameter combinations by PFT.  

4.3.5 Site-level evaluation   

Comparisons of site-level estimates of ET from TEM-AL1 and TEM-AL2 against 

measured ET at the 13 EC sites demonstrate that the calibrated TEM-AL2 (Fig. 4.2) 

systematically outperforms the TEM-AL1. The parameterization of TEM-AL2 to latent 
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heat flux data measured at EC sites for various PFTs allows consideration of effects of 

different land characteristics on AED, and subsequently ET, whereas TEM-AL1 

considers only changes in climate conditions when estimating AED. TEM-AL2 ET 

captures the seasonality of the measured ET well at all sites (Fig. 4.2). The ratio of ET to 

precipitation (i.e., ET/P) from TEM-AL2 ET is very close to that measured at the EC 

sites (Table 4.1). An average root mean square difference (RMSD) of 8.54 mm mon-1, 

Nash–Sutcliffe model efficiency coefficient (NS) of 0.81, mean percent difference (MPD) 

of 8.96%, and Pearson correlation coefficient (r) of 0.95 across all sites (Table 4.5) 

indicate that the TEM-AL2 ET compares reasonably well with field measurements. In 

contrast, TEM-AL1 overestimates ET during summer for the majority of the locations, 

mostly due to the overestimation of AED in summer (Liu et al. 2013). After calibration, 

TEM-AL2 ET estimates are also closer to the EC measurements than MODIS-ET 

(average RMSD, NS and r of 15.26 mm mon-1, 0.51, and 0.90, respectively) and 

GLEAM (average RMSD, NS and r are 12.86 mm mon-1, 0.62 and 0.91, respectively). 

Generally MODIS overestimates ET in summer relative to EC measurements (Fig. 4.2), 

while GLEAM matches the seasonal patterns of measurements well at most sites 

although it overestimates the ET during the summer at the xeric shrublands site (Ivotuk) 

and the tundra wetland site (SEFaj). 

4.3.6 Evaluation of the spatiotemporal variability of ET  

All of the aforementioned satellite-based products (MODIS-ET, GLEAM, EVAL, 

PM-Mu ET), TEM-AL1 and TEM-AL2 report ET estimates for upland ecosystems, 

whereas only  TEM-AL2 and GLEAM account for ET (or evaporation) from snow, water 
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bodies and wetlands.  For consistency, we use the TEM-AL2 ET estimates for only 

upland ecosystems in the assessment of their spatial distribution by comparison to TEM-

AL1 ET and the above mentioned satellite products.  

Overall, the average ET estimated by TEM-AL2 for NE is 270.1 mm yr-1 during 

2000-2009, slightly lower than the 298.5 mm yr-1 estimated by GLEAM and the 303.3 

mm yr-1 estimated by EVAL, and much lower than the 341.4 mm yr-1 estimated by 

TEM-AL1. In contrast, the PM-Mu ET estimates by Vinukollu et al. (2011) are 

substantially lower than the other ET estimates in NE (Fig 4.3), which is consistent with 

the evaluation by Vinukollu et al. (2011) that showed a sizeable negative bias in that 

product. The high TEM-AL1 ET estimate is mainly due to the overestimation of ET in 

summer months (the difference between TEM-AL1 ET and TEM-AL2 ET decreases 

from 28.4% to 9.5% when ET from JJA is not considered). The spatial distribution of 

TEM-AL2 ET matches well with that of GLEAM, EVAL and MODIS-ET (Fig. 4.3), 

with r values ranging from 0.79 to 0.92 (Fig. 4.4).  

The seasonal variability of TEM-AL2 ET shows good agreement with EVAL and 

GLEAM (Fig. 4.5), as reflected by the RMSD (4.7 mm mon-1 for EVAL, 5.77 mm mon-

1 for GLEAM) and the MPD during the growing season (May-Sep., 8.71% for EVAL, 

10.73% for GLEAM). TEM-AL1 ET and PM-Mu ET show different seasonalities from 

TEM-AL2 ET (Table 4.6). With respect to TEM-AL1 ET, the difference is primarily due 

to the above-mentioned overestimation of ET in summer. In the case of PM-Mu-ET, the 

difference is most likely due to the large negative bias in summer as indicated by 

Vinukollu et al. (2011).  
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The general agreement between the calibrated TEM-AL2 ET and the ET 

estimates from satellite-based products provides extra confidence in the ability of TEM-

AL2 to estimate spatial and temporal variations in ET across NE. In the following 

sections, TEM-AL2 is used to examine how recent changes in climate in NE have 

influenced ET, water availability (P-ET) and river discharge in NE between 1948 and 

2009.  

4.4 Results  

4.4.1 Variation of ET in NE for 1948–2009  

The ET varies greatly among uplands, wetlands and water bodies. The highest ET 

rates occur in water bodies (776-802 mm yr-1), followed by wetlands (241-281 mm yr-1) 

and uplands (231-267 mm yr-1). The variation of ET among land covers is not just 

caused by the different algorithms and parameters used to estimate ET for each cover 

type or moisture supply, but also differences in climatic conditions. The mean incoming 

solar radiation (R) for water bodies is estimated as 29.37 W m-2 higher than for uplands 

and 48.66 W m-2 higher than for wetlands. The mean annual T experienced over water 

bodies is about 4°C higher than for uplands and 9°C higher than for wetlands, while the 

mean VPD for water bodies is 2.83 hPa higher than for uplands and 3.81 hPa higher than 

for wetlands. These differences in climatic conditions occur because most water bodies 

are located in the southern edge of NE (Fig. 4.1d) whereas most wetlands are located in 

the northern parts of NE (Fig. 4.1c). In addition, the albedo of water bodies is also lower 

than that of uplands (see Shuttleworth, 1992), which leads to more available energy for 

evaporation. These climatic differences, the unlimited availability of water and the use of 
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different ET algorithms for open-water evaporation (see Section 4.3.2 and Table 4.2) 

explain why the ET from water bodies is ~3 times that of uplands and wetlands. These 

open-water ET estimates are comparable to previous estimates from the adjacent Caspian 

Sea and Black Sea (Froehlich 2010; Romanou et al. 2010). On the other hand, the 

difference in ET between uplands and wetlands is small, due to the positive effects on ET 

of a larger T and R in uplands being offset by the constraint of soil-water limitations.  

Within the uplands, ET varies among the different plant functional types (Fig. 

4.6): temperate coniferous forests (402.8 mm yr-1), temperate deciduous forests (388.9 

mm yr-1), grasslands (289.6 mm yr-1), xeric woodlands (276.8 mm yr-1), boreal forest 

(232.2 mm yr-1), wet tundra (187.2 mm yr-1), xeric shrublands (175.9 mm yr-1) and 

alpine tundra/polar desert (129.8 mm yr-1). Again, this is largely explained by the 

differences in climate experienced by the different PFTs (Table 4.7), with higher ET in 

areas of higher energy (i.e., R, T) and moisture supply (i.e., P). While ET in the northern 

NE is mainly limited by energy, ET in the southern NE seems more constrained by 

moisture supply. For example, xeric shrublands in the southern landscapes receive large 

amounts of energy (high T and R), but low P such that ET is limited by moisture 

availability. In contrast, alpine tundra/polar deserts receive relatively more P, but small 

amount of energy (low T and R) such that ET is mainly limited by energy.  

The (area-weighted) ETa  over NE presents a small increasing trend of 0.13 mm 

yr-2 (p < 0.05) from 1948 to 2009 (Fig. 4.7). The average ETa/P ratio of 63.6% is 

comparable to global ratios reported in previous studies (e.g., Vörösmarty et al. 1998; 

Miralles et al. 2011a). All three land covers show small but statistically significant (p < 

0.05) positive trends in ET (0.09 mm yr-2 for uplands, 0.26 mm yr-2 for wetlands and 
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0.12 mm yr-2 for water bodies). These changes are consistent with the slight increases in 

T over this period (p < 0.05): 0.03 °C yr-1 for the uplands, 0.02 °C yr-1 for the wetlands 

and 0.03 °C yr-1 for the water bodies. No significant trends were detected for P, R and C. 

The increase in T leads to an increase in vapor pressure deficit (VPD, Fig. 4.7), also an 

increase in the slope of saturation vapor pressure curve (Δ), a decrease in aerodynamic 

resistance by promoting turbulences in the surface layer, and a decrease in the stomatal 

resistance by elevating the minimum air temperature. All these processes are accounted 

for in our representation of ET in TEM-AL2 (Table 4.2). These temperature-related 

changes result in an increase of ET. The ET increased for all PFTs in the NE domain – 

except for xeric woodlands. Boreal forests are the main contributor to ET increase due to 

the largest area percentage (30.8%) and the highest increasing trend (0.15 mm yr-1 yr-1). 

Across NE, the general spatial pattern of ETa does not change significantly over 

time (Fig. 4.8a). The ETa gradient from the north to mid-latitudes of the domain is almost 

unchanged from the 1950s to 2000s, with the highest ETa in the southwest, the southeast 

and the south-central, where temperate forests and water bodies are abundant. In contrast, 

although magnitudes of local temporal changes in ETa (i.e. ∆ETa) are small relative to 

ETa, the spatial pattern of ∆ETa differs across the region (Fig. 4.8b). The large increases 

of ETa in the southwest and the large decreases of ETa in the southeast are consistent 

with the corresponding changes of precipitation in these areas (also see John et al. 2013). 

Meanwhile, ETa presents an overall increasing trend across the NE except the south and 

north central part (Fig. 4.9). The trend pattern of ETa generally matches well with that of 

T and P, and it is a consequence of trade-off between individual effects of climate 

variables (e.g., P, T, R and VPD) on ETa. For example, in the southeast, where P is 
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declining and T is increasing, ETa presents a declining trend as the negative effects of 

limited water supply on ETa overshadows the promotion of ETa by warming.  

4.4.2 Implications of ET variation for water availability 

Changes in ET over time and space may lead to a regional intensification or 

weakening of the water cycle (Hungtington 2006; Bates et al. 2008), with direct 

implications for the recycling of precipitation, generation of runoff and ground water 

recharge. Overall, P–ETa in the southern part is lower than that in the north (Fig. 4.8a), as 

P is lower and ETa rates are larger due to warmer climate conditions and more radiation 

in the south.  

Changes in P–ETa (i.e. ∆(P–ETa)) for 1948–1999 vary across the NE domain (Fig. 

4.8b), but no significant trends (p>0.05) are identified for the entire domain (Fig. 4.7). 

The western part of the domain experiences a mild increase in P–ETa whereas negative 

trends occur in the east. These results are consistent with observational studies that the 

climatic conditions in the western part of the high latitudinal NE domain became more 

humid during the 20th century, whereas drier weather conditions prevailed east of the 

Ural Mountains (Groisman et al. 2010; John et al. 2013). The opposite trends in P–ETa in 

the eastern and the western parts of the region offset each other, such that there is no 

significant trend in the regional water availability over the study period. However, the 

spatial pattern of P–ETa remains nearly unchanged from the 1950s through the 2000s. 

Changes in water availability are related to changes in runoff and river discharge.  

Our simulations indicate that the annual mean volumetric soil moisture varied little from 

year to year in the NE and does not show a significant long-term trend. These changes in 
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soil water storage over the long periods of this study are insignificant compared to the 

volumes of P and ETa. As subsurface flow out of the NE watersheds is also considered to 

be negligible, then most of the available water will runoff from the watershed and 

contribute to river discharge.  TEM-AL2 estimates of P–ETa are analyzed for the six 

largest river watersheds in NE: Kolyma, Lena, Yenisei, Ob, Pechora and Northern Dvina 

(Fig. 4.1). These six Eurasian arctic rivers drain about two-thirds of the Eurasian arctic 

landmass (Peterson et al. 2002). The runoff for each watershed is estimated by 

aggregating the grid cell level estimates of P–ETa across the watershed area. 

Subsequently, runoff estimates from the six watersheds are aggregated to obtain the total 

river discharge for the six watersheds for the period 1948-1999. Aggregated values are 

compared to river discharge gauge measurements from the Global Runoff Data Centre 

(GRDC) and those by Peterson et al. (2002). 

The estimates of aggregated river discharge for the six largest watersheds in NE 

from TEM-AL2 are much closer to the aggregated discharge measurements from the 

GRDC and Peterson et al. (2002) than those from TEM-AL1 (Fig. 4.10). Taking the 

mean discharge from the GRDC and Peterson et al. (2002) as reference, the errors 

associated with TEM-AL2 (RMSD = 126.23 km3 yr-1, MPD = -4.02%) are much lower 

than those of TEM-AL1 (RMSD = 527.74 km3 yr-1, MPD = -28.5%). Most of the 

underestimation of discharge by TEM-AL1 has to do with the overestimation of TEM-

AL1 ET (Section 4.3.5). Therefore, improvements in the estimation of ET by TEM-AL2 

also lead to more realistic estimates of long-term river discharge. 

To better understand why TEM-AL2 substantially outperforms TEM-AL1, we 

conducted a simulation experiment using four grid cells that represent all possible land 
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cover compositions in the NE (Table 4.8). These four grid cells at quite different 

locations across NE have been randomly chosen (Fig. 4.3a). Three grid cells are 

dominated by either uplands, wetlands, or water bodies, respectively, and the fourth grid 

cell has mixed land cover types. For each grid cell, we conduct a TEM-AL1 simulation 

and five TEM-AL2 simulations assuming different land cover compositions and snow 

scenarios: 1) the prescribed fraction coverage of uplands, wetlands and water bodies in 

the cell with snow dynamics; 2) the same prescribed fraction coverage as 1) but assuming 

no snow; 3) assuming 100% uplands without snow; 4) assuming 100% wetlands without 

snow; and 5) assuming 100% water bodies without snow. The ET estimates from these 5 

scenarios are hereafter referred to as ETa, ETa0, ETu0, ETt0 and ETw0, respectively, to 

be consistent with previous notations. The TEM-AL1 ET is much higher than ETa across 

all 4 cells. These results indicate that the use of the Penman-Monteith based equation that 

has been calibrated to various land cover characteristics in the region will estimate a 

lower ET, more available water and consequently a higher runoff than the Jensen-Haise 

formulation. Moreover, ETa is systematically lower than ETa0 across the 4 cells. 

Consequently, P–ETa will be much higher and more runoff will occur. This highlights 

the role of snow on limiting ET in the NE region. In addition, differences among ETu0, 

ETt0 and ETw0 in each grid cell emphasize the effects of land cover heterogeneity on ET 

estimation and imply that the omission of wetlands and water bodies might cause ET to 

be underestimated in NE.  

The estimation of ET and runoff in NE has been substantially improved by taking 

into consideration the influence of land cover characteristics and heterogeneity on AED 

and ET.  Most current ET estimation schemes, however, do not explicitly consider the 
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detailed ET processes examined in this study (Mengelkamp et al. 2006; Mueller et al. 

2013) and may lead to large bias in ET and runoff. This is especially significant for the 

NE region as snow, wetlands and water bodies play important roles in the hydrological 

processes (ACIC, 2005). Although snow sublimation accounts for a small portion of the 

total ET (mostly <8%, Fig. 4.11), consideration of snow dynamics limits the magnitude 

of total ET and improves the realism of ET representation in NE where snow prevails 

during several months in a year. 

Unlike previous studies (e.g., Groisman et al. 2010; Peterson et al. 2002), no 

significantly positive trends in river discharge in the NE have been simulated by the TEM. 

The consistent underestimation of aggregated discharge after 1970 implies that there 

might be some other water sources or water dynamics that increase river discharge that 

are not being considered, such as the melting of glaciers, the thawing of permafrost, inter-

basin transfer, land-use change and fire disturbances (Adam et al. 2007, 2008; 

McClelland et al. 2004). In addition, biases in ET estimation will also lead to systematic 

biases in estimating river discharge. Our ET estimation may be biased by the lack of 

consideration of CO2 effects on stomatal conductance, the use of a seasonal climatology 

for wind speed and snow cover, the assumption of unlimited water supply for ET in 

wetlands, and the assumption of a constant land cover.  

4.5 Conclusions 

The ET response to the changing climate in the NE and its implications for water 

availability and river discharge from 1948 through 2009 have been explored using an 

improved version of the TEM that incorporates more ET processes (i.e., canopy 
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interception loss, evaporation from wet land surfaces, evaporation from water bodies and 

wetlands, and snow sublimation) and considers the influence of a heterogeneous land 

cover on ET. Comparisons of model results to in situ measurements of ET and satellite 

products demonstrate that the improved algorithms captures the spatiotemporal changes 

of ET in NE substantially better than the previous version of TEM, which did not 

consider the influence of land characteristics on atmospheric evaporative demand (AED). 

Our results suggest that ET has increased during our study period as a consequence of the 

concurrent slight rise in air temperature. 

Improvements in the estimation of ET have caused more water to be available for 

runoff, which has also led to improvements in model estimates of river discharge.  These 

improvements mainly result from a reduced AED estimate by the new algorithms and the 

influence of snow cover on limiting ET.  Consideration of wetlands and water bodies in 

the landscape leads to higher ET estimates in the NE than if the presence of these wet 

land covers is ignored. Finally, our analyses indicate that latent heat fluxes measured at 

eddy-covariance flux sites provide useful information for improving the simulation of 

regional hydrometeorology by land surface models.  
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Figure 4.1 Distribution of plant functional types in NE domain (a), and fractional 
coverage of upland ecosystems (b), wetlands (c) and water bodies (d). The boundaries of 
six major river watersheds in the NE domain are delineated, 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 within the 
boundaries stand for Kolyma, Lena, Yenisei, Ob, Pechora and Northern Dvina watershed, 
respectively. 
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Figure 4.2 Comparison between measured ET, AL1-ET, AL2-ET, MODIS-ET and 
GLEAM at 13 EC sites. Site codes (S1-S13) are corresponding to those in Table 4.1.  
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Figure 4.3 Spatial patterns of average annual ET for uplands in the NE estimated by TEM 
and several satellite products: a) TEM-AL1 ET during 2000–2009, b) TEM-AL2 ET 
during 2000–2009, c) GLEAM (Global Land-surface Evaporation: the Amsterdam 
Methodology) during 2000–2009, d) the mean of LandFlux-EVAL merged synthesis 
product during 2000–2005, e) PM-Mu ET during 2000–2007 in Vinukollu et al. (2011) 
and f) MODIS-ET during 2000–2009. Areas with missing values or filled values are 
blanks on the map. The boundaries of six major river watersheds in the NE are delineated; 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 stand for Kolyma, Lena, Yenisei, Ob, Pechora and Northern Dvina 
watershed, respectively. The 13 EC sites and the four grid cells used for the simulation 
experiment are also shown on a), where EC site codes (S1-S13) and cell codes (A-D) 
correspond to those in Table 4.1 and Table 4.8, respectively. Note that the boundaries and 
numbers remain the same for all maps in this study. 
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Figure 4.4 Comparison of annual TEM-AL2 ET with TEM-AL1 ET, GLEAM, MODIS-
ET and EVAL, Pearson correlation coefficients (r) are listed. Note that ET estimates used 
here are the same as those listed in Figure 4.3. 
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Figure 4.5 Comparisons among seasonal estimates of TEM-AL1 ET, EVAL, GLEAM, 
PM-Mu ET and TEM-AL2 ET in NE during 2000-2009. MODIS-ET is not involved in 
this comparison because its ET estimates are either filled values or missing values for ~54% 
of the domain. 
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Figure 4.6 Comparison of annual ET estimates among different PFTs from 1948 to 2009. 
BR: boreal forest; WT: wet tundra; AT: alpine tundra/polar desert; DF: temperate 
deciduous forests; EF: temperate coniferous forests; GR: grasslands; XW: xeric 
woodlands; XS: xeric shrublands. 
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 Figure 4.7 Inter-annual variability of ET, P–ET and selected climate variables for the 
entire NE region, and for the various land covers (uplands, wetlands and water bodies) 
within NE.  
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Figure 4.8 Average spatial patterns for (a) the aggregated ET (i.e. ETa) and P–ETa in the 
1950s and the 2000s, and (b) change of ETa (i.e., ∆ ETa ) and change of P–ETa  (i.e., 
∆(P–ETa)) from the 1950s to the 2000s 
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Figure 4.9 Spatial variability of trends in ETa and climate variables during 1948-2009 
across NE: a) ETa, b) precipitation (P), c) incoming solar radiation (R), d) air temperature 
(T), and e) vapor pressure deficit (VPD). 
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Figure 4.10 Discharge from the six largest watersheds in the NE during 1948–1999 as 
estimated by TEM and previous studies. 
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Figure 4.11 Spatial variability of long-term average contribution of snow sublimation 
(ETs) to total ET (ETa) during 1948-2009 across NE. 
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Table 4.1 Site information for the eddy-covariance (EC) towers used in the 
parameterization of TEM-AL2. 
 

 

PFT 

Site 

name 

Site  

code 

 

Location 

Measurement 

period 

Average ET 

(mm yr-1) 

ET range 

(mm yr-1) 

Average 

ET/P 

Average 

TEM-AL2 ET/P 

Tundra wetland SEDeg S1 19.56° E,64.18°N 2001-2006 245.78 193.13-311.82 55.8% 55.8% 

Xeric shrublands Ivotuk S2 155.75° W,68.48° N 2004-2006 186.38 162.61-227.28 75.9% 63.5% 

Boreal forest SKT S3 108.7° E,48.3° N 2003-2006 220.83 202.36-255.8 84.9% 88.5% 

Grasslands DKLva S4 12.08° E,55.68° N 2004-2008 330.97 210.95-469.78 56.7% 51.3% 

Grasslands KBU S5 108.7° E,47.2° N 2003-2009 181.39 133.81-227.44 90.5% 93.4% 

Tundra wetland FIKaa S6 27.29° E, 69.14° N 2000-2006 241.4 183.01-285.43 54.4% 58.3% 

Coniferous forest FISod S7 26.64° E,67.36° N 2003-2008 241.1 222.59-268.13 70.9% 73.4% 

Grasslands HUBug S8 19.60° E,46.69° N 2002-2008 460.3 380.25-521.81 88.7% 88.2% 

Tundra wetland SEFaj S9 13.55° E,56.27° N 2005-2009 242.95 216.16-295.72 35.8% 32.8% 

Grasslands ATNeu S10 11.32° E,47.11° N 2002-2009 474.66 435.47-522.93 67.4% 69.6% 

Deciduous forest DKSor S11 11.64° E,55.49° N 2000-2008 410.33 358.72-469.06 57.8% 59.6% 

Coniferous forest FIHyy S12 24.29° E,61.85° N 2000-2009 310.85 253.04-365.16 65.8% 64% 

Coniferous forest RUFyo S13 32.92° E,56.46° N 2002-2009 303.66 234.42-390.62 59.2% 57.7% 

Note: The Ivotuk site is located in Alaska, which is out of the NE domain. It is used in this study is because its location is 
close to the NE domain, and there is no EC site located in the domain that allows for the parameterization of Xeric 
shrublands. Average ET and the range of ET at each site are derived from measurements. Average ET/P stands for the 
average ratio of measured ET to precipitation during the measurement period of each site, average TEM-AL2 ET/P 
represents the average ratio of TEM-AL2 ET to precipitation during same time period. 

  

 



 
 

Table 4.2 Equations and key parameters used in TEM-AL2 and TEM-AL1. SWB indicates that ET is constrained by soil water balance. In 
TEM-AL1, ET is derived from potential evapotranspiration (PET) in conjunction with a water balance model (WBM, Vörösmarty et al. 1998; 
Liu et al. 2013).  PET represents the atmospheric evaporative demand (AED), which is not constrained by land characteristics.  However, the 
supply of water for ET in the WBM does depend on biome-specific rooting depths. 

TEM-AL2 
Land cover ET processes equations variables  key parameters SWB references 
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E trans: transpiration from vegetation canopy (mm mon-1) 
λ: latent heat of vaporization (J kg-1) 
s: slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve (Pa K-1) 
A: available energy (w m-2) 
Fc: vegetation coverage 
ρ: air density(kg m-3) 
Cp: specific heat capacity of air (J kg-1 K-1) 
VPD: vapor pressure deficit (Pa) 
r a : aerodynamic resistance 
r s: surface resistance 
Fwet: water cover fraction of land surface 
γ: psychometric constant (Pa K-1) 
MD: number of days per month 

 
 
 
 

SLA: specific leaf area 
 
CL: mean potential 
stomatal conductance per 
unit leaf area 
 
gl_bl: leaf-scale boundary 
layer conductance 
 
ae : coefficients for 
calculating net emissivity 
between the atmosphere 
and the ground 
 
be : coefficients for 
calculating net emissivity 
between the atmosphere 
and the ground 
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Mu et al. (2011); 
Liu et al. (2013) 
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Emoist_soil : evaporation from  moist soil surface (mm mon-1) 
Asoil: available energy allocated to soil surface (w m-2)  
r tot : sum of surface resistance and the aerodynamic resistance 
for vapor transport  
others are the same as above 
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surface _
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 Ewet_soil : evaporation from wet soil surface 
others are the same as above 
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Ecan: transpiration from vegetation canopy (mm mon-1) 
Pa: air pressure (Pa) 
ε: molecular weight ratio of water to dry air 
others are the same as above 

wetlands same as upland same as uplands same as uplands same as uplands N Mohamed et al.(2012) 
 
 

water bodies 

 
 

evaporation 
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Ewater : evaporation from water surface (mm mon-1) 
Rn: net radiation (mm mon-1) 
Ea : bulk aerodynamic term  
G: heat flux in the water 
others are the same as above 
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 Esub: sublimation from snow covered surface (mm mon-1) 
RA: incoming shortwave radiation (MJ m-2 d-1) 
K: latent heat fusion (MJ mm-2 d-1) 
λw: latent heat of vaporization of water (MJ mm-2 d-1) 

 
NA 

 
N 

 
 
Zhuang et al. (2002) 

TEM-AL1 
Land cover ET processes equations variables  key parameters SWB references 

 
 

uplands 

 
atmospheric 

evaporative demand 
 

[(0.014 (1.8 32) 0.37)] 0.016742sPET T R MD= × × + − × × ×  

 

PET: potential evapotranspiration (mm mon-1) 
T: air temperature (°C) 
MD: number of days per month 
Rs: incoming shortwave radiation (Cal cm-2 d-1) 

 
 

NA 
 

 
 

Y 

 
Zhuang et al. (2002); 
Liu et al. (2013) 

wetlands NA NA NA NA NA NA 
water bodies NA NA NA NA NA NA 

snow NA NA NA NA NA NA 
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Table 4.3 Observed data at meteorological stations and eddy-covariance (EC) sites used to 
assess the CRU TS3.1 dataset (T = air temperature, P = precipitation, V = vapor pressure, 
R = incoming solar radiation, C = cloudiness, RH = relative humidity, u = wind speed).  
Time series data at different temporal resolutions are resampled to a monthly resolution.  
ECA&D: European Climate Assessment & Dataset, NMICCA: National Meteorological 
Information Center of China Administration. 

 
Spatial 
domain 

Datasets Time span Temporal 
resolution 

Number 
of stations 

Data source 

Europe T 1948–2009 Daily 1637 ECA&D 
Europe P 1948–2009 Daily 2718 ECA&D 
Europe RH 1948–2009 Daily 192 ECA&D 
Europe C 1948–2009 Daily 500 ECA&D 
Europe u 1979–2008 Daily 92 ECA&D 
China P, T, RH 1981-2009 monthly 175 NMICCA 

NE P, T, V, R 2000-2009 Half hour 12 http://www.asianflux.com, 
http://gaia.agraria.unitus.it/ 

Russia P,T, V, C 1966-1970 Multi-year 
monthly 
average 

86 Reference books on climate of 
the USSR 

 
 

 

http://www.asianflux.com/
http://gaia.agraria.unitus.it/
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Table 4.4 Evaluation of the CRU TS3.1 climate variables (T = air temperature, P = 
precipitation, V = vapor pressure, R = incoming solar radiation, C = cloudiness) against 
observations. For the time series data, values represent the average RMSD and absolute 
MPD across all meteorological stations and EC sites. For the climatology, values 
represent the average RMSD and absolute MPD across all the 86 meteorological stations 
in Russia. RMSD: root mean square difference, MPD: mean percent difference.  

 
 Time series data Climatology 

 Mean RMSD Mean absolute  MPD Mean RMSD Mean absolute  MPD 

T 1.31 (°C mon-1) 8.30% 1.45 (°C mon-1) 7.82% 

P 12.12 (mm mon-1) 15.7% 12.27 (mm mon-1) 14.94% 

V 0.8 (hPa) 8.95% 0.92 (hPa) 12.06% 

R 11.28 (W m-2) 10.47% N/A N/A 

C 9.99 (%) 6.74% 15.25 (%) 25.1% 
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Table 4.5 RMSD, NS, MPD and r for different ET products at each EC site. Here a, b, c and d 
stand for TEM-AL1 ET, TEM-AL2 ET, MODIS-ET and GLEAM, respectively. RMSD: root 
mean square difference, MPD: mean percent difference, NS: the Nash–Sutcliffe model 
efficiency coefficient, and r: Pearson correlation coefficient.  

 RMSD (mm mon-1) NS MPD r 
 a b c d a b c d a b c d a b c d 

ATNeu 13.9 8.5 18.7 11.5 0.8 0.9 0.7 0.9 17.9% 7.8% -10.1% 16.1% 0.96 0.99 0.86 0.96 
DKLva 16.6 11.2 18.4 13.4 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.2 37.8% -11.5% N/A 23.4% 0.81 0.92 N/A 0.82 
DKSor 15.9 8.6 18.6 15.1 0.7 0.9 0.7 0.8 23.9% 9.3% 13.2% 16.5% 0.95 0.97 0.93 0.91 
FIHyy 16. 7.2 27.6 12.9 0.6 0.9 0.2 0.7 39.7% 13.4% 18.4% 18.9% 0.96 0.98 0.92 0.94 
FIKaa 9.8 8.7 9.8 7.5 0.9 0.9 0.9 0.9 12.4% 7.9% -4.5% -8.4% 0.93 0.94 0.93 0.96 
FISod 15.8 9.6 8.6 10.8 0.4 0.8 0.8 0.7 30.7% 13.3% -14.1% 17.9% 0.95 0.97 0.95 0.95 

HUBug 19.4 13.2 15.9 13.6 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.7 10.6% 13.1% -20.7% 9.3% 0.87 0.91 0.86 0.92 
IVOtuk 19.7 4.5 11.1 10.5 0.7 0.9 0.5 0.1 31.8% 2.3% 25.6% 25.8% 0.94 0.96 0.87 0.91 
RUFyo 22.2 8.6 16.9 15.9 0.3 0.9 0.1 0.6 49.7% 3.4% 16.0% 21.7% 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.95 
SEDeg 14.0 8.5 8.7 15.0 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.7 30.0% -9.9% -10.9% 25.7% 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.86 
SEFaj 16.1 10.2 25.7 25.0 0.4 0.5 0.1 0.1 37.0% 11.4% 64.8% 29.9% 0.93 0.96 0.87 0.92 
SKT 10. 6.1 10.3 9.1 0.7 0.9 0.8 0.8 18.6% 5.7% 10.1% 12.3% 0.95 0.96 0.91 0.86 
KBU 11.3 6.2 8.7 7.1 0.5 0.9 0.7 0.8 14.9% 6.3% 14.2% 13.3% 0.87 0.94 0.84 0.89 
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Table 4.6 Seasonality differences between other ET products and TEM-AL2 ET. RMSD: root 
mean square difference, MPD: mean percent difference. 

 RMSD (mm mon-1) MPD (growing season) 
EVAL 4.7 8.71% 

GLEAM 5.77 10.73% 
TEM-AL1 ET 10.77 20.3% 

PM-Mu ET 20.52 -69.72% 
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Table 4.7 Mean annual climate conditions (P = precipitation, T = air temperature, R = 
incoming solar radiation, VPD = vapor pressure deficit, u = wind speed) for different 
PFTs during 1948–2009. BR: boreal forest; WT: wet tundra; AT: alpine tundra/polar 
desert; DF: temperate deciduous forests; EF: temperate coniferous forests; GR: 
grasslands; XW: xeric woodlands; XS: xeric shrublands. 

 P (mm yr-1) T (℃) R( W m-2) VPD (hPa) u (m s-1) 
 Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Range Mean Mean 
BF 444.4-548.2 498.9 -6.4 - -2.7 -4.5 197.5-205.5 201.2 2.0-2.2 2.1 3.0 
WT 376.8-487.7 434.6 -9.8 - -6.1 -8.1 170.8-181.9 176.4 1.4-1.8 1.6 3.8 
AT 354.0-440.5 397.0 -12.1- -8.9 -10.8 194.6-206.9 200.4 1.9-2.2 2.1 3.7 
DF 488.9-615.1 549.5 3.4-6.7 5.0 279.1-297.9 289.1 3.4-4.4 3.7 3.3 
EF 585.2-797.7 693.3 5.4-8.4 6.9 258.1-289.5 273.7 2.8-3.9 3.2 3.4 
GR 311.9-421.6 368.7 1.7-5.5 3.6 297.1-313.7 303.7 3.9-5.2 4.5 3.4 
XW 250.7-546.4 355.2 7.8-10.9 9.4 343.6-363.6 355.1 7.2-9.7 8.4 2.6 
XS 130.3-242.8 177.6 7.2-10.5 8.9 333.9-356.7 343.3 7.0-9.1 7.9 3.3 
 

 

 



 
 

Table 4.8 Influence of land cover on ET (mm yr-1) and P–ET (mm yr-1) at four experimental grid cells. pu, pt, pw, ps1 and ps2 
represent the fractions of uplands, wetlands, water bodies, and snow for the growing season and the non-growing season within 
each grid cell, respectively. TEM-AL1 ET stands for ET derived from the previous version of TEM (TEM-AL1), and ETa and 
ETa0 stand for ET aggregated over all land cover types in a grid cell with and without consideration of snow dynamics, 
respectively. ETu0, ETt0, ETw0 stands for ET from a grid cell assuming it is covered by 100% uplands, 100% wetlands and 
100%water bodies, respectively. Note that all ET terms below other than TEM-AL1 ET are derived from TEM-AL2. 

 

 

cell location pu , pt , pw ps1 , ps2 TEM-AL1 
ET 

ETa ETa0 ETu0 ETt0 ETw0 P–(TEM-AL1 ET) P–ETa 

A 125.5° E, 58°N 100%, 0%, 0% 19.8%, 97.3% 326.3 173.9 221.8 221.8 242.5 338.5 252.8 405.3 

B 88° E, 64.5°N 0%, 99.8%, 0.2% 21.8%, 96.9% 316.4 181.3 228.3 224.9 228.1 313.7 265.2 400.3 

C 109.5° E, 55°N 8.6%, 0%, 91.4% 18.1%, 90.7% 374.2 338.4 416.9 307.1 313.5 427.2 1.6 37.4 

D 80° E, 55.5°N 70.5%, 6.5%, 23% 0.4%, 74.5% 354.9 342.4 365.4 321.7 370.6 498.2 84.5 77.0 
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CHAPTER 5 IMPACT OF FORCING DATA UNCERTAINTY ON THE 
ESTIMATION OF EVAPOTRANSPIRATION IN NORTHERN EURASIA4 

 
 
 

5.1 Abstract 

The ecosystems in Northern Eurasia (NE) play an important role in the global 

water cycle and the climate system. While evapotranspiration (ET) is a critical variable to 

understand this role, ET over this region remains largely unstudied. Using an improved 

version of the Terrestrial Ecosystem Model, we examine the impact that uncertainties in 

climate forcing data have on the estimation of ET for the period 1979–2008 (based on 

five widely used datasets), and explore the dominant climatic drivers on ET dynamics in 

NE. Estimates of regional-average ET vary in the range of 263.5–369.3 mm yr-1 

depending on the choice of forcing data, a range of variability that corresponds to as 

much as 31% of the mean ET. On the other hand, the long-term average spatial patterns 

of ET across the region are generally consistent for all forcing datasets. Our ET estimates 

in NE are largely affected by uncertainties in precipitation (P), air temperature (T), 

incoming shortwave radiation (R) and vapor pressure deficit (VPD). During the growing 

season, the correlations between ET and each forcing variable indicate that T is the

4 Liu, Y., Zhuang, Q., Miralles, D., Pan, Z., Tchebakova, N., Kicklighter, D., Zhu, Q., He, 
Y., Chen, J., Tchebakova, N., Sirin, A., Niyogi, D., Melillo, J. Impact of forcing data 
uncertainty on the estimation of evapotranspiration in Northern Eurasia, J Geophys 
Res:Atmos in review 
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dominant factor in the north and P in the south. For the non-growing season, the 

dynamics of ET are mainly explained by R and VPD. Unsurprisingly, the uncertainties in 

ET-forcings propagate as well to estimates of the volume of water available for runoff (P-

ET). While CRU dataset appears as a better choice of forcing via our assessment, the 

quality of forcing data remains a major challenge to accurately quantify the regional 

water balance in NE. 

5.2 Introduction 

Evapotranspiration (ET) is an essential physical process that governs the energy, 

water and carbon cycling between land and atmosphere (Dolman and de Jeu 2010; Wang 

and Dickinson 2012). Direct measurements of ET only exist at local scales, making the 

accurate estimation of this flux a necessary task to improve the regional-scale 

management of water resources, and to reduce the uncertainty in the predictions of how 

the global water cycle will respond to the changing climate. However, ET estimation is 

complicated by a large number of biogeophysical (e.g., soil moisture, plant physiology, 

soil properties) and climatic (e.g., radiation, temperature, humidity, wind speed) factors 

affecting this natural process (Monteith 1965; Niyogi et al. 2009; Dolman and De Jeu 

2010). Nevertheless, recent years have seen the development of process-based numerical 

models that represent the key physical and biogeochemical interactions driving ET: 

hydrological models (e.g., Vörösmarty et al. 1998), dynamic vegetation models (e.g., 

Lund-Potsdam-Jena, Gerten et al. 2004), land surface models (e.g., Liang et al. 1994; Niu 

et al. 2011), or simple algorithms designed to work with satellite Earth observations as 

input (Mueller et al. 2013; Mallick et al. 2014). These numerical models enable the 
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estimation of ET at regional or global scales, at various spatial and temporal resolutions, 

and with different degrees of accuracy.  

The accuracy in ET estimates from numerical models depends on (a) the accuracy 

in the climate data used to force the models, (b) the realism of the model representations 

of the physical and biogeochemical processes that occur in nature, and (c) the 

spatiotemporal scale of the ET estimate. Previous studies have investigated these sources 

of uncertainty. For example, Douville (1998) examined the sensitivity of ET to the 

changes in land surface parameters, precipitation forcing and run-off representation using 

a land surface model; Oki et al. (2006) uncovered large discrepancies of ET estimates 

among a range of land surface models; Rawlins et al. (2006) investigated the effects of 

different forcing data and methods for the estimation of ET in Western Arctic; both 

Livneh and Lettenmaier (2012) and Fergusson et al. (2011) reported how a lack of water 

budget constraints on remote sensing ET estimates may lead to overestimation of ET. 

Along with others, these studies highlighted the need of combining high-quality forcing 

data with sound model representation for the accurate estimation of ET. Meanwhile, the 

uncertainty in the estimation of ET will also respond to forcing and model uncertainties 

distinctly in different regions of the world, due to the global heterogeneity in physical and 

biogeochemical conditions and that the dominant ET drivers may change accordingly 

from region to region (Mengelkamp et al. 2006; Beyrich and Mengelkamp, 2006; 

Miralles et al. 2011a). Nonetheless, the particular impact of climate forcing data 

uncertainties on the estimation of ET at large scales has not been extensively studied, 

regardless of its importance in skill development for current models to estimate the 

variability of regional and continental-scale water balances.   
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This study still focuses on the territory of Northern Eurasia (NE), a critical region 

for Earth’s climate due to its vast area (see Fig. 4.1), its high sensitivity to global 

warming (Serreze et al. 2000; IPCC, 2007), and its significant feedbacks on the global 

climate system (Adam and Lettenmaier 2008; Groisman et al. 2010). Despite its critical 

role in climate, the large-scale hydrology of NE remains largely unstudied, especially 

from the perspective of ET.  Here we use an improved version of a process-based 

biogeochemistry model, the Terrestrial Ecosystem Model (TEM 5.0; Zhuang et al. 2010; 

Liu et al. 2013, 2014), to estimate ET based on a range of current climate datasets as 

forcing. This study aims to investigate the plausible ET dynamics in NE during 1979–

2008, the range of variability in ET estimates that responds to uncertainties in forcing 

data, and the regional changes in the sensitivity of ET to different climatic drivers. The 

overreaching goal is to shed light on the appropriateness of currently existing climate 

forcing data in quantifying the terrestrial water cycle in NE. 

5.3 Methods  

5.3.1 Approach 

We use an improved version of TEM – developed in Chapter 4 – that explicitly 

considers ET from heterogeneous land cover type: uplands, wetlands, water bodies and 

snow cover, where ET from uplands and wetlands includes transpiration from plant 

canopies, evaporation from wet canopies, moist and saturated soil surfaces (Liu et al. 

2014). The choice of TEM for our study over other existing models is justified for two 

reasons. First, Most ET estimation schemes (see Mengelkamp et al. 2006; Mueller et al. 

2013) do not explicitly consider some of the detailed ET processes incorporated in the 
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current version of TEM (e.g., snow sublimation), whose consideration has shown to 

improve the model realism in high-latitudes (Liu et al. 2014). Second,  site-level 

comparisons against EC data indicate that the ET derived from the latest TEM version 

(hereafter called TEM-ET) driven by measured meteorological data at the EC sites has 

high credibility in reproducing the observations in comparison to a range of widely-used 

ET products (see Liu et al. 2014). Note that for the purpose of this study we focus on the 

aggregated ET over all land cover types, instead of each separate ET component (e.g. 

transpiration, snow sublimation, etc.). A detailed description of the latest TEM version 

that is used here can be found in Liu et al. (2014).  

The TEM model has been run for 1979–2008 using a set of five different climate 

forcings as indicated in Section 5.3.2.  Regional annual estimates from two global 

satellite-based ET products – the mean of the LandFlux-EVAL merged datasets by 

Mueller et al. (2013), hereafter referred to as EVAL, and GLEAM (Global Land-surface 

Evaporation: the Amsterdam Methodology, Miralles et al. 2011a,b) are used for 

comparison and to check the plausibility of the range of the five TEM-ET estimates. 

Since the primary objective of this study is to examine forcing-induced ET estimation 

uncertainty using TEM – rather than inter-comparing different models to investigate their 

disparities – only TEM is involved in the simulations with five different forcing datasets. 

Additionally, runoff measurements for the six largest watersheds in NE from Peterson et 

al. (2002) and the Global Runoff Data Center (GRDC) are used to evaluate the forcing-

induced uncertainties in estimates of P–ET (i.e., a proxy for the volume of water 

available for runoff – see e.g., Miralles et al. 2011b). Finally, to identify the dominant 
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drivers of ET in NE, correlations between ET estimates and each forcing variable are 

calculated and contrasted through an analysis based on Budyko curves (Budyko 1974).  

5.3.2 Data 

Climatic data for monthly air temperature (T), precipitation (P), either incoming 

shortwave radiation (R) or cloudiness (C), vapor pressure(V) and wind speed (u), and 

other ancillary inputs including atmospheric CO2 concentrations, soil texture, elevation 

and land cover are needed to drive TEM to estimate ET. Climatic inputs vary over time 

and space, whereas soil texture, elevation and land cover data only vary spatially and are 

assumed to be static throughout 1979–2008..  All simulations are conducted at a spatial 

resolution of 0.5° latitude × 0.5° longitude.  Five widely used climate datasets are used to 

force TEM and estimate ET  for NE: (1) the Climate Research Unit (CRU) TS3.1 (with 

the P dataset being the corrected version v3.10.01) of the University of East Anglia 

(Harris et al. 2013), (2) the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts 

(ECMWF) ERA-Interim Reanalysis (Dee et al. 2011), (3) the National Aeronautics and 

Space Administration Modern Era Retrospective-Analysis for Research and Applications 

(MERRA) (Rienecker et al. 2011), (4) the National Centers for Environmental 

Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis (Kistler 

et al. 2001), and (5) the Global Meteorological Forcing Dataset for land surface modeling 

by Princeton University (PU) (Sheffield et al. 2006).   

Input climate data include monthly average T, P, R or C, V and u. In the case of 

CRU TS3.1 dataset, only a monthly climatology is available for u (mean of all the same 

months of the year for 1961–1990, New et al. (1998)), and R is estimated based on 
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latitude, date, and CRU cloudiness following Pan et al. (1996). All forcing climate data 

are resampled at 0.5º spatial resolution by using the inverse distance weighting method 

(Shepard, 1968). We use the same ancillary data, including soil texture, elevation, land 

cover, albedo, snow cover and atmospheric CO2 concentrations, as those in Chapter 4. 

5.4 Results and Discussion 

5.4.1 Temporal and spatial uncertainties in forcing data 

Grid cell data from the five forcing datasets are evaluated against the observed 

meteorological data from the European Climate Assessment & Dataset (ECA&D), the 

National Meteorological Information Center of China Meteorological Administration 

(CMA), and EC towers within the NE domain (Table 4.3). The temporal variability of the 

climate forcing variables differs substantially among the datasets (Fig. 5.1). Overall, 

ERA-Interim shows the highest T, VPD and u, NCEP/NCAR has the highest P and R, 

while CRU shows the lowest values of P, T and R. In MERRA, u is systematically lower. 

However, systematic errors aside, the temporal dynamics of T, VPD and u are 

remarkably similar for all five forcing datasets, while P and R show larger differences, 

with correlation coefficients (r) between different datasets ranging from 0.25–0.90 for P, 

and even lower (-0.11–0.45) for R (see also Fig. 5.1b). In terms of long-term (1979-2008) 

average spatial variability over the study region, the different forcing datasets agree better 

with each other than temporal variability. The large differences in the spatial distribution 

from forcing to forcing only occur for u (Fig. 5.2). 

Comparison against in situ measurements reveals an overall better quality of the 

CRU TS3.1 dataset (Table 5.1), with the best statistics of all five datasets for T, P and 
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relative humidity (RH) (derived from T and V after Andrews 2010). Conversely, ERA-

Interim shows the highest average root mean square error (RMSE) for T, NCEP/NCAR 

for P, and MERRA for RH and u. ERA-Interim shows the lowest average RMSE for u. 

At the same time, MERRA displays the lowest correlation with measurements for the 

majority of climate variables (T, P, RH and u). Nonetheless, it must be noted that the 

scale mismatch between the gridded forcing datasets and the in-situ measurements may 

inherently reflect in the results of this validation.  

For most variables, the standard deviation (σ) of the forcing data ensemble is 

larger than the σ of that particular variable for each forcing dataset (Table 5.2). This holds 

both for temporal and spatial σ, suggesting that the uncertainties in the forcings may be 

higher than the dynamic range of these variables. Especially, the mean temporal σ of the 

forcing ensemble for R and u is up to 25 and 17 times the σ of the individual R and u 

time series, respectively. Also notable is the spatial σ of P in NCEP/NCAR, which is 

much greater than that of the multi-forcing ensemble, suggesting an unrealistically high 

spatial variability of P in NCEP/NCAR; this is consistent with the large RMSE 

mentioned above and reported in Table 5.1.  

5.4.2 Temporal uncertainties in ET 

The temporal variability of the regional-average ET (i.e., area-weighted ET across 

all grid cells in NE) show that the annual ET vary substantially depending on the forcing 

dataset (Fig. 5.1a), from higher to lower: ETERA, ETNCEP, ETPU, ETMERRA, 

ETCRU (subscripts indicate the forcing used in the derivation of the ET via TEM). While 

the highest (ETERA) ranges between 338.4–369.3 mm yr-1, the lowest (ETCRU) ranges 
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between 263.5–290.3 mm yr-1. These differences between ETERA and ETCRU are 

therefore in the order of 31% of the mean magnitude of the flux, indicating the potential 

of forcing data to induce systematic errors in the ET estimates. Moreover, the mean 

temporal σ of ET product ensemble over 1979–2008 is more than three times the 

temporal σ of each ET product itself (Table 5.2), highlighting the importance of this 

forcing-induced uncertainty in comparison to the real magnitude of the signal. 

Nonetheless, the discrepancy in the ET estimates from each forcing set is systematic (Fig. 

5.1a); systematic errors aside, an agreement in the temporal dynamics of the resulting ET 

from each of the forcing sets still exists. 

The satellite-based ET product GLEAM reports a spatiotemporal average of 299.5 

mm yr-1 for NE during 1980–2008, while EVAL reports a value of 311.3 mm yr-1 

during 1989–2005 (Fig. 5.1a). ETPU is the product that matches best with these absolute 

averages from GLEAM and EVAL. Note that comparison to the GLEAM and EVAL 

products is not necessarily a measure of accuracy because these datasets can also show 

considerable uncertainties in our study region as recently reported in Liu et al. (2014).   

Seasonal dynamics of the five ET products are generally similar (Fig. 5.1c), and 

compare well to those of EVAL (r =0.95-0.99) and GLEAM (r =0.93-0.98), although 

differences still exist in the summer. The largest differences among the five ET products 

occur during summertime (Fig. 5.1c), when solar radiation is at its maximum and 

evaporative stress is frequent (thus uncertainties in P forcing can become crucial). The 

forcing datasets also show the largest discrepancies in the summer, with an average inter-

forcing spread of P, T, R, VPD and u of up to 40.2 mm mon-1, 4.5°C, 227.9 W m-2, 7.2 

hPa and 2.3 m s-1, respectively (Fig. 5.1c). These inter-forcing differences will inevitably 
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result in large differences in the subsequent ET estimates. As an example, in summertime, 

ETCRU shows the lowest average values due to the lowest P, T and R, while ETERA 

shows the highest values as a consequence of the high T, P, VPD and u.  

5.4.3 Spatial uncertainties in ET 

The spatial variability of ET seems more consistent from product to product, with 

a common gradient from north to mid-latitudes, and with the highest ET located over the 

southwestern temperate forests where energy and water supply are abundant (Fig. 4.1). 

The assumption of static land cover throughout 1979-2008, as well as general agreement 

in the representation of spatial variability across forcings (Fig. 5.2, see also Section 5.4.1), 

likely contributes to the overall consistent spatial variability across different ET products. 

Nonetheless, the inter-product spatialσ is also larger than the mean spatial σ of each ET 

product, except for ETERA (Table 5.2), stressing the importance of forcing-induced 

uncertainty in the estimation of ET. The overall higher and lower values for ETERA and 

ETCRU, respectively, occur across the entire domain, likely due to the systematically 

higher T, VPD and u in ERA-Interim and systematically lower R and T in the CRU.  

The ET for the north and the south of NE vary greatly among the ET products 

(Table 5.3, Figure 5.3). Here we use the southern extent of the Taiga zone as the 

boundary between the north and the south of NE. However, comparison between 

ET/forcing in the north and the south is generally consistent across all ET 

products/forcings (e.g., ETsouth > ETnorth for ETCRU, and this is also the case for 

ETERA, ETNCEP, ETMERRA and ETPU). Other than land cover variations across the 

north and the south (Fig. 4.1), the differences in climate conditions appear responsible for 
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the spatial difference of ET rates. Overall, high ET occurs in area with high energy (i.e., 

T, R, u) or water supply (i.e., P).  The south has more favorable energy conditions (i.e., 

higher R, T) and more water bodies that would potentially reduce stress for ET – another 

reason for higher ET in the south than the north. Note that ETCRU, ETERA and ETPU 

are higher than corresponding P in the south, because there are abundant water bodies 

where evaporation is assumed to be not limited by water supply and evaporation from 

water bodies tends to be ~3 folds of that from uplands (Liu et al. 2014). On the other 

hand, the north of NE has lower T, R and VPD so that ET is limited by energy and tends 

to be lower. 

5.4.4 Temporal uncertainties of P-ET 

TEM simulations indicate that the annual mean volumetric soil moisture varied 

little from year to year in the NE, this enables the use of P-ET as a surrogate for the 

volume of water available for runoff. For each forcing dataset, estimates of P-ET from 

the six largest watersheds in the NE (Fig. 4.1) are aggregated to obtain the total runoff for 

the six watersheds during 1979–1999 – the P from the corresponding forcing dataset has 

been used in combination with the ET resulting from forcing the TEM with the 

meteorology of that dataset. These aggregated P-ET estimates are then compared to river 

discharge measurements from the GRDC and those by Peterson et al. (2002). As 

expected, the annual P-ET estimates tend to be closer to discharge measurements at 

annually than at monthly scales, due to the fact that the underlying assumptions in this 

comparison (negligible changes in soil water storage and no travel time of rainfall to the 

river outlet) are only valid when considering longer time-scales.  
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The average inter-product spread for the P-ET estimates amounts to 2140.1 km3 

yr-1. Once again, CRU estimates compare better to the mean in situ river discharge from 

the GRDC and Peterson et al. (2002) (Fig. 5.4). The validation statistics (RMSE and 

mean percentage error, MPE) for the P-ET estimates driven by the five datasets are: 

164.25 km3 yr-1 and -5.43% for CRU; 405.35 km3 yr-1 and 19.77% for ERA-Interim; 

492.63 km3 yr-1 and -25.32% for PU; 843.71 km3 yr-1 and 41.62% for MERRA; and 

1647.34 km3 yr-1 and 87.88% for NCEP/NCAR. The P-ET estimates based on 

NCEP/NCAR show a systematic overestimation, in agreement with the positive bias in P 

illustrated in Fig. 5.1. Meanwhile, different P-ET products present contrasting trends: 

those derived from MERRA and ERA-Interim present a significant decreasing trend 

(p<0.01), which is contrary to previous findings in Peterson et al. (2002), suggesting that 

the choice of climate forcing is crucial for the hydrological modeling of the region. 

5.4.5 Dominant factors in determining ET across the NE 

Pearson’s correlation coefficients (r) between the five TEM-ET products and 

corresponding climate forcing unanimously indicate that, during the growing season 

(May-Sep.; Groisman et al. 2003; Parmentier et al. 2011), ET is primarily constrained by 

T (and R) in the north but P in the south (Fig. 5.5a). The correlation between T and R is 

high in the north (average r varies between 0.68–0.91 for the five forcing datasets), 

suggesting that large portion of the correlation between ET and T can be explained by the 

dependency of T (and ET) on R. The variability of the ET estimates during the non-

growing season is generally dominated by R (Fig. 5.5b), mostly due to the dependency of 

snow sublimation on R  as represented by the TEM (Coughlan and Running 1997; Liu et 
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al. 2014). For the CRU and ERA-Interim datasets, ET shows the highest correlation with 

VPD in the southwest during the non-growing season (note however that the correlations 

between VPD and R in this area are also high).  

Budyko curves (Budyko 1974) derived from the five sets of ET data further 

confirm the above results (Fig. 5.6). In the south, most grid cells in all five datasets 

consistently display ratios of potential ET to P (i.e., PET/P) greater than 1, suggesting 

that ET in this region is limited by the supply of water. On the other hand, PET/P is less 

than 1 in most grid cells of the north, suggesting an energy limitation. The inter-product 

consistency in the spatial variability of the dominant ET drivers shown in Fig. 5.5 and 5.6 

– despite the apparent differences amongst the different forcing datasets (Fig. 5.1, 5.2, 5.3) 

– indicates the important role played by the static ancillary datasets of soil properties and 

land use, and especially the importance of the ET algorithms and parameterizations in 

defining the sensitivity of the model output (ET) to the different forcing variables. 

5.5 Conclusions 

Using the latest version of the TEM (Liu et al. 2014), the uncertainties in climate 

forcing data, and how they propagate to the uncertainty in ET and P-ET estimates, as well 

as the dominant climatic factors of ET are investigated  for Northern Eurasia (NE) during 

1979–2008. Validation results reveal systematic errors in a range of commonly-used 

forcing datasets, and these errors propagate to the TEM ET estimates, especially in 

summertime. The P-ET estimates present a large spread and systematic errors when 

compared to discharge measurements from the six largest watersheds in NE, in particular 

for some of the forcing datasets (e.g., NCEP/NCAR).  
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While uncertainties in the forcing data do not alter substantially the average 

spatial distribution of the TEM ET estimates – which is largely affected by the land 

cover distribution and the specific cover-type model parameterizations – the long-term 

average magnitude and temporal variability show a great dependence on the choice of 

forcing dataset. Nonetheless, independent of the forcing dataset, the climatic variables 

that dominate ET temporal variability remain the same from product to product. For all 

data sets, air temperature appears as the most important driver of ET in the north of NE 

and precipitation in the south during the growing season. For the rest of the year, solar 

radiation and vapor pressure deficit appear more important. Water limitations in the south 

indicate the need for accurate precipitation data and suggest that ET models that are 

based on energy terms alone (that exclude surface energy balance models. e.g., 

Thornthwaite 1948, Turc 1961, Hamon 1963, Priestley and Taylor 1972) are not 

appropriate for the estimation of ET in the region.  

Several limitations in the study may include: (1) our TEM-ET estimation does not 

consider the effects of CO2 on stomatal conductance or soil water stress in wetlands; (2)  

we have used climatological wind speed data in CRU TS3.1 due to unavailability of 

monthly time series; (3) the uncertainty due to the scale mismatch between the coarser 

forcing data and finer ET processes has not been separately assessed; and (4) the land 

cover has been assumed to remain unchanged during the entire study period, despite the 

increasing frequency of forest fires and other land use practices in the NE in recent years 

(McClelland et al. 2004).  

Nonetheless, this study unequivocally highlights important disagreements among 

broadly-used climate forcing datasets in NE, and provides evidence of the propagation of 
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these uncertainties in the estimation of hydrological fluxes and in particular ET. Thus this 

study underscores the needs of high-quality input forcing data to model the large-scale 

hydrology of NE. From our assessment, the CRU forcing presents an overall better 

quality on its evaluation against in situ measurements, and yields the lowest bias in the P-

ET estimates when compared to river discharge records. Results also suggest the need for 

a thorough validation of the estimates of air temperature from ERA-Interim reanalysis in 

NE, and the precipitation and radiation data from the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis, due to 

their apparent deficiencies as manifested in our study.  
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Figure 5.1 Temporal variability of the regional TEM-ET and forcing variables in the NE (a) Inter-annual variability, (b) annual 
anomaly, and (c) climatological seasonality (calculated by averaging all the same months of the year for 1979–2008). The shaded 
area stands for the spread of the monthly values (the difference between the largest and lowest values for the same months of the 
year over 1979–2008).
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Figure 5.2 Spatial variability of the TEM-ET and forcing variables in the NE, here average annual values during 1979–2008 are 
presented. The black line on the map represents the boundary between the north and south (south extent of the Taiga zone), and the 
pink line is the boundary between Asia NE and Europe NE, and these lines stand for the same throughout this study.  
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Figure 5.3 Comparison of the TEM-ET and climate forcing across different landscapes in 
the NE. Here “north”, “south” and “region” at the bottom of the plot stand for the north 
and the south of NE and the entire NE region, respectively. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of TEM P-ET estimates driven by the five forcing datasets with 
the runoff measurements in Peterson et al. (2002) and GRDC in the NE region. 
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Figure 5.5 Spatial patterns of climate variables that show the highest Pearson correlation 
with TEM-ET estimates (p<0.05) during (a) the growing season, (b) non-growing season. 
Correlations are based on monthly time series for 1979–2008. 
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Figure 5.6 Budyko curves derived using TEM estimates and the five forcing datasets for 
the (a) south, (b) north. Each point represents a different grid cell.  

 
 



 
 

Table 5.1 Evaluation of the forcing data (T = air temperature, P = precipitation, RH = relative humidity, C = cloudiness, u = wind 

speed) against observations at meteorological stations and EC sites. The values represent the average RMSE, average absolute 

MPE and average r across all meteorological stations and EC sites. The RMSE units for T, P and u are °C, mm yr -1 and m s-1, 

respectively. 

 

 

 CRU ERA-Interim MERRA NECP/NCAR PU 

 RMSE  MPE  r RMSE  MPE  r RMSE  MPE  r RMSE  MPE  r RMSE  MPE  r 

T  1.28 9.2% 0.99 2.2 14.2% 0.98 1.91 22.7% 0.91 1.66 12.9% 0.98 1.31  8.1% 0.98 

P  11.9 16.8% 0.84 14.1 22.1% 0.82 14.5 27.8% 0.31 20.2 36.1% 0.66 13.4 18.7% 0.81 

RH 8.2% 4.5% 0.68 11.5% 12.5% 0.79 15.8% 17.8% 0.11 10.7% 12% 0.55 14.4% 12.3% 0.25 

u  N/A N/A N/A 1.3 37.4% 0.67 1.9 48.3% 0.11 1.6 33.2% 0.35 1.49 34.3 0.51 

C  10.5% 3.5% 0.63 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Note: statistics for u are not available for CRU because CRU does not have monthly time series data, and statistics for C are only available for CRU is because R is collected instead of C for the other four datasets. 

Here R is not assessed due to shortage of in-situ measurements. 
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Table 5.2 Standard deviation (σ) of different ET products and forcings over 1979–2008. 

σ1: mean temporal σ of the ensemble of ET products/forcings; σ2: mean spatial σ of the 

ensemble of ET products/forcings; σ3: temporal σ of individual ET product/forcing; σ4: 

spatial σ of individual ET product/forcing. Note that for σ2 and σ4, average annual ET 

product/forcing over 1979–2008 is used for mean spatial σ calculation, which 

corresponds to Figure 5.2. The units for ET, P, T, R, VPD and u are mm yr-1, mm yr-1, °C, 

W m-2, hPa and m s-1, respectively. 

   CRU ERA-

Interim 

MERRA NCEP/NCAR PU 

 σ1 σ2 σ3 σ4 σ3 σ4 σ3 σ4 σ3 σ4 σ3 σ4 

ET 26.9 165.2 6.08 143.59 7.98 212.34 6.19 135.03 6.45 159.85 5.19 155.82 

P 54.1 250.9 12.8 212.0 13.5 220.78 19.08 252.97 29.84 311.52 12.83 212.46 

T 0.87 8.1 0.64 8.38 0.7 8.97 0.61 7.19 0.59 7.24 0.64 8.38 

R 40.7 81.1 2.52 69.33 1.80 72.10 2.22 75.01 1.62 73.16 3.24 61.29 

VPD 1.02 3.28 0.14 2.26 0.30 4.30 0.25 3.30 0.14 2.73 0.14 2.78 

u 0.52 0.92 0.00 0.86 0.03 0.89 0.04 0.72 0.06 0.49 0.03 0.65 
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Table 5.3 Average TEM-ET and climate forcing across  the north, the south and entire NE 

during 1979–2008. The units of ET, R, P, T, VPD and u are mm yr-1, W m-2, mm yr-1, °C, 

hPa and m s-1, respectively. 

 

 
 Variable CRU ERA-

Interim 
MERRA NCEP/

NCAR 
PU 

no
rt

h 

ET 252.1 314.9 258.7 305.4 287.5 
R 205.5 239.7 247.9 327.1 245.6 
P 502.9 599.2 593.6 673.4 507.5 
T -3.5 -1.4 -1.6 -2.5 -3.1 

VPD 2.2 3.2 1.8 1.3 1.2 
u 3.3 3.6 1.4 2.3 3.2 

so
ut

h 

ET 325.5 421.9 332.8 346.9 341.5 
R 322.9 360.3 371.1 448.6 344.6 
P 300.0 355.7 400.3 364.9 297.1 
T 6.1 9.3 5.2 6.1 6.5 

VPD 6.1 10.1 6.0 6.1 6.1 
u 3.3 4.2 1.6 2.5 3.7 

en
tir

e 
N

E
 

ET 277.1 351.4 283.9 319.6 305.9 
R 245.5 280.8 289.9 368.5 279.4 
P 433.7 516.2 527.8 568.3 435.8 
T -0.3 2.3 0.7 0.5 0.1 

VPD 3.5 5.6 3.2 2.9 2.9 
u 2.6 3.0 1.5 2.3 2.6 
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CHAPTER 6 SUMMARY AND FUTURE OUTLOOK 
 
 
 

6.1 Summary 

My dissertation research mainly investigates the impacts of climate change and 

agricultural activities on the changes of water cycling in the critical area – Northern 

Eurasia (NE). A series of studies have been conducted to contribute to better 

understanding of those impacts. I have been applying a combination of modeling, in-situ 

observations and remote sensing data, uncertainty analysis and model-data fusion to 

fulfill the research tasks. Corresponding to research tasks in Section 1.3.1, here I 

summarize the main findings of this dissertation research: 

1. The fact that soil moisture and discharge decline in the past three decades in 

Northern China (NC) has been unraveled with robust field observations. Agricultural 

activities play an important role in the evolution of the decline in this 

region. Intensification of agricultural activities including increase in fertilizer use, 

prevalence of water-expensive crops and cropland expansion have aggravated the decline 

in this region. 

2. Replacing Jensen-Haise formulation (energy terms alone) with the Penman-

Monteith based approach for representation of atmospheric evaporative demand has 

substantially improved model performance in estimating ET. Regional annual ET keeps 
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increasing across different climate change scenarios on the Mongolia Plateau during the 

21st century. Meanwhile, the available water for human use will not change significantly 

during the 21st century in this region. In addition, climate change is more important than 

climate-induced land cover change in determining regional ET. 

3. Incorporation of detailed ET processes (canopy interception loss, 

ET/evaporation from wet land surfaces, water bodies and wetlands, and snow sublimation) 

in the TEM substantially improved the accuracy of the estimation of ET and runoff. 

Consideration of snow sublimation limits the magnitude of total ET and greatly improves 

the realism of ET representation in NE where snow prevails during several months of a 

year. While the average ET over NE increased during the 1948-2009, water availability 

augmented in the western part of the region, but decreased in the eastern part.   

4. Estimates of regional ET vary greatly depending on the choice of forcing data, 

while spatial variability of ET appears more consistent. Uncertainties in ET forcings 

propagate as well to the estimates of runoff. Independent of the forcing dataset, the 

climatic variables that dominate ET temporal variability remain the same among all TEM 

ET products – the north is energy-limited and the south is water-limited. While CRU 

dataset appears as a better choice of forcing via our assessment, the quality of forcing 

data remains a major challenge for accurate quantification of regional water balance in 

NE. 

6.2 Limitations 

Across this dissertation research, it is unavoidable that there might be some 

limitations. The limitations are due to unavailability of data, insufficient understanding of 
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the interactions between land, atmosphere and human, and complexity in model 

representation and so on.  

The limitations of my work may include several aspects: (1) the possible 

alteration of regional water distribution by irrigation, reservoir regulation, water 

withdraw, ground water pumping, soil and water conservations have not been considered 

in the study of NC, due to a lack of historical records on these activities; (2) ET 

estimation of TEM does not consider the effects of CO2 on stomatal conductance; (3)  I 

have used climatological wind speed data in CRU TS3.1 due to unavailability of monthly 

time series, as well as a seasonal climatology for representation of snow dynamics due to 

lack of long-term (1948-2009) snow time series; (4) the uncertainty due to the scale 

mismatch between the coarser forcing data and finer ET processes has not been 

separately assessed; (5) the land cover has been assumed to remain unchanged during the 

entire study period for Chapter 3 and 4, despite the increasing frequency of forest fires 

and other land use practices in NE in recent years (McClelland et al. 2004); (6) the 

assumption of unlimited water in water bodies or no soil water stress in wetlands might 

be invalid throughout the whole study period; (7) the horizontal water flow between grid 

cells has not been considered in the model; (8) the effects of forest stand age on the rates 

of water and carbon fluxes have not been considered for NE where forest is the most 

important plant functional type; and (9) processes such as melting glaciers and permafrost 

thawing that regulate water dynamics in this region have not been taken into account in 

the model.  
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6.2 Future research directions 

Following the dissertation work, there is large room that I could fill. I am going to 

proceed in several directions out of my research interests as well as the needs of the 

community.  

Water and carbon (C) fluxes interact in the terrestrial ecosystems. There has been 

substantial progress in recent years in understanding global and regional C/water 

variations through satellite data, in-situ measurements, and model simulations. 

Nevertheless, most of model simulations ignore the effects of stand age on the interacted 

C/water fluxes for forest ecosystems, although the effects are apparent (Ewers et al. 2005, 

2011; Pan et al. 2011). Moreover, the record of satellite products is limited, especially for 

C fluxes. These limitations affect the accuracy of model estimates of C/water fluxes and 

hinder their validation (Ewers et al. 2011; Deng et al. 2013). Fire disturbances also have 

important effects on C/water fluxes, including subsequent changes in forest stand age and 

other effects derived from the instantaneous fire emissions (Balshi et al. 2007; Pan et al. 

2011). A follow-up research direction is to investigate the impacts of forest stand age and 

fire disturbances on water/C fluxes.  

Previous studies show that elevation of CO2 concentration has considerable 

effects on stomatal conductance (Field et al. 1995; De Boer et al. 2011; Lammertsma et al. 

2011; Reid et al. 2003) and thus lead to changes in ET and stream flow (Gedney et al. 

2006). These effects are still controversial in the community as different studies have 

various opinions. For example, De Boer et al. (2011) and Lammertsma et al. (2011) show 

that elevated CO2 concentration leads to apparent decrease in stomatal conductance and 

reduction in transpiration. On the other hand, McNaughton et al. (1991) and Betts et al. 
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(1997) indicate that there is an offset of stomatal closure via atmospheric boundary layer 

feedback and changes in leaf area index. While recent years have seen investigation of 

the CO2 effect via biogeochemical models, most current hydrological models have not 

considered this effect yet. It will be promising and interesting to examine those effects in 

hydrological model via an appropriate model representation of connection between water 

cycling and changes in CO2 concentration. This could be a future direction for my 

research work. 

In the context of global warming, there is a general tendency towards higher 

frequencies of extreme events such as droughts (IPCC 2013).  As shown in Chapter 2, 

soil moisture and discharge decline have been exacerbated by intensification of 

agricultural activities. Meanwhile, the impacts of drought on regional carbon fluxes and 

yields of agriculture ecosystems have not been largely studied. Food sufficiency is 

currently and is projected to be in risk due to the negative effects of climate change on 

food productivity (Lobell et al. 2008, 2011; IPCC 2013). Then balance between food 

security and droughts deterioration is imperative in the future. Investigation on 

interactions between droughts and agriculture ecosystems would be out of personal 

interest as well as a support for sustainable agriculture and environment.  Another 

relevant direction is to investigate drought-induced changes in carbon fluxes and their 

feedbacks to climate. 

There is a growing consensus that water is becoming a crucial limiting resource 

for natural ecosystems as well as human life and economic development (Vörösmarty et 

al. 2010). With an increasing human population, the rapidly rising demand for water is 

causing this resource to become progressively scarce. Climatic change may exacerbate 
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this water limitation, as future warming is expected to raise the rates of ET leading to 

further drying of the land surface (Huntington, 2006; Douville et al. 2012). Then in the 

context of concurrent changes in climate, bioenergy production, socio-economy and land 

use, improvement in quantification of water demand in different sectors such as 

agricultural ecosystems, natural ecosystems, industrial and municipal use would be a 

necessary task for better water management.  These research questions will be 

promisingly and efficiently addressed by using integrated model such as Global Change 

Assessment Model (GCAM, Edmonds et al. 1997). This research topic would be a future 

direction that I will be dedicating to.     
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